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Concern is growing as to whether Taiwan
can meet its objectives to both eliminate
nuclear power and greatly cut carbon
emissions by 2025. The reliance on
nuclear has already fallen sharply, as several 19
reactors that had to be temporarily shut
down have not been brought back online.
In the meantime, increased generation from
coal-fired plants is taking up most of the
slack. Due to regulatory and environmental obstacles, solar and wind projects are
behind schedule.
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LIFE IN TAIWAN

37 Taiwan Scores Big as
Universiade Host
Participants and the organizer were
impressed with the warm reception and
efficient organization they found here.
By Chris Horton

INDUSTRY

F

CUS

公認的創新研發領導者，1902年成立的3M公司長期致力於整合並應
用科學以改善更美好的生活。隨著超過301億美元的銷售額，3M全
球員工超過9萬人，與遍及全球各地的顧客並肩同進，滿足客戶各式
各樣的產業需求。3M自1969年起深耕台灣，目前有超過千餘位員工

A Report on the Technology Sector

在製造、研發、業務行銷等不同領域提供顧客服務，在台銷售超過

Looking for New Opportunities

30,000種商品，於台北設有辦公室，台中、高雄各有一個客戶互動中

42 Taiwan Sees Big Potential in
Artificial Intelligence

心，物流中心設於桃園市大園區，生產線及技術研發中心則設立於桃
園市楊梅區，於2005 年在南部科學園區成立台灣明尼蘇達光電股份

But capturing the possibilities will require
a difficult shift in focus from hardware and
assembly to software, plus a change in
regulatory mindset.

有限公司，為唯一專業製造光學增光膜的生產單位。欲了解更多3M
創新解決方案，請至：www.3m.com.tw

By Matthew Fulco

About 3M

45 Taiwan Remains at the Core of
Apple’s Supply Chain
With the U.S. tech giant ready to launch
three iPhone models this year, Taiwanese
suppliers and transporters expect a big
boost in business.

Founded in 1902, 3M today is a recognized leader in research and development and produces thousands of innovative products for dozens of diverse
markets. At 3M, we apply science in collaborative ways to improve lives
daily. With US$30 billion in sales, our 90,000 employees connect with customers all around the world.

By Matthew Fulco

48 Is HTC Conceding Defeat in
Smartphones?

Established in 1969, 3M Taiwan is based in Taipei and has customer
engagement centers in Taichung and Kaohsiung; a warehouse in Dayuan,
Taoyuan City; as well as a plant and a Customer Technical Center in Yangmei, Taoyuan City. In 2005, 3M Taiwan Optronics Corporation was established in the South Taiwan Science Park. Altogether more than 1,000 3M
employees are serving customers around Taiwan. Learn more about 3M’s
creative solutions to the world’s problems at www.3M.com or on Twitter
@3M or @3MNewsroom.

The flagging handset maker sold part of its
mobile-phone business to Google and is
expected to turn its focus to virtual reality.
By Matthew Fulco

AMCHAM EVENT

51 66th Anniversary Party
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— BY TI M O TH Y F ERRY —

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

MACROECONOMIC
Unit: US$ billion

OPTIMISM GROWS

Current Account Balance (Q2 2017)p

The characteristically pessimistic Taiwanese consumer is slightly less
gloomy, according to a pair of recent
surveys. In a Cathay Financial Holding
Co. survey, 26.7% of respondents said
they think the economy will improve
over the next six months, compared
to 32.4% who said it would deteriorate. This is the most upbeat result the
survey has recorded in two years, and
Cathay Financial attributes it to the
recent uptick in estimated GDP growth
for 2017, which the Directorate General
of Accounting, Budget and Statistics
(DGBAS) has raised to 2.11% from the
previous forecast of 2.05%.
Meanwhile, National Central University’s Consumer Confidence Index (CCI)
likewise came in at a 22-month high of
82.2, a 2.25 point jump from the previous month. The increase was attributed
to the government’s plan to hike salaries for civil servants next year, as well
as the strong performance of the Taiwan
Stock Exchange. The CCI is based on
a 200-point scale, and any score below
100 is considered pessimistic.
As new Premier William Lai noted
in his first address to the Legislative
Yuan, consumer spending is an imporTAIWAN STOCK EXCHANGE PERFORMANCE

THE YELLOW LINE SHOWS CHANGES IN TRADE VALUE AND
THE SHADED AREA CHANGES IN THE TAIEX INDEX.
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Year Earlier
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17.65

16.97

Foreign Trade Balance (Jan.-Aug.)

33.9

31.8

New Export Orders (Aug.)

40.8

37.9

446.4

435.9

Foreign Exchange Reserves (end August)
Unemployment (Aug.)

3.89%

4.08%

1.375%

1.375%

Economic Growth Rate Q2 2017p

2.13%

1.13%

Annual Change in Industrial Output (Aug.)p

3.25%

7.89%

Annual Change in Industrial Output (Jan.-Aug.)p

3.14%

-0.75%

Annual Change in Consumer Price Index (Aug.)

0.96%

0.57%

Annual Change in Consumer Price Index (Jan.-Aug.)

0.72%

1.38%

Discount Rate (Aug.)

p

pre i inar

tant component of sustained growth for
the Taiwan economy. Lai remarked that
Taiwan’s economy remains overly dependent on trade, and rebalancing it will
require increasing private investment,
seeking out international cooperation
and multilateral and bilateral trade deals
with nations beyond China, and stimulating foreign direct investment.
Still, Taiwan’s economy is on a
growth trajectory due to its strength in
trade, particularly with China, where
– counting Hong Kong – Taiwan sends
40% of its exports. Through August,
exports to China/Hong Kong rose
13.8% rise over last year’s figures to
reach US$80.89 billion, according to
the Bureau of Foreign Trade under the
Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA).
Imports from China/Hong Kong were
up by even more – 19.4% – to come to
US$32.78 billion.
Trade with other major partners was
also up. Exports to the United States
totaled US$23.89 billion, a 9.5% rise
over the first eight months of last year,
while imports rose 5% to US$19.8
billion. Trade with Southeast Asia
continues to grow in line with government policy, with year-to-date exports
up 15.3% to reach US$38.24 billion,
nearly 19% of the total, while imports
grew even faster, by 19.7%, to reach

sources:

oea

bas cbc bo t

US$20.59 billion. This growth in trade
looks set to continue as export orders in
August jumped 7.5% from a year earlier
to US$40.78 billion, the 13th straight
month of increases.
Adding to the rosy outlook, CPI held
steady at 0.96%, prompting the Central
Bank to leave interest rates unchanged.
Unemployment inched up in August to
3.89%, up from 3.84% a month earlier.

DOMESTIC
SAILORS JAILED OVER
MISSILE DEATH
Three Navy personnel were convicted
by the Kaohsiung District Court of causing death by negligence while on duty
in an accidental missile firing that killed
a fisherman July 1. The three were
held responsible for the inadvertent
launching of a Hsiung-feng III (Brave
Wind) supersonic missile from a frigate while engaged in training exercises.
The missile flew 75 kilometers over the
Taiwan Strait towards China before
hitting a trawler and killing the skipper. The defendants each received prison
sentences ranging from 14 months to
two years. The trawler captain’s family
had already received a settlement of
NT$34.84 million (US$1.6 million) from
the government.

ion
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TAIWAN'S JAN.-AUG. TRADE FIGURES
(YEAR- ON-YEAR COMPARISON)

ASEAN

13.5
27.5

12.8
26.2

2017

2016

2017

2016

21.8
18.9

18.9
20

17.6
18.6

Europe

23.9
19.8

U.S.A

33.2
17.2

29.5

2016

32.8
20.6

32.8

2017

2017

2016

2017

2016

Exports

180
148.2

TOTAL

202.6
168.7

Japan

69.9

80.9

HK/China

Imports

TAIWAN TENNIS STAR
WINS DOUBLES TITLE
The tennis duo of Chan Yung-jan
from Taiwan and her legendary Swiss
partner Martina Hingis took another
doubles title, the Dongfeng Motor Wuhan
Open, in late September. It was the eighth
triumph for the pair and came soon
after their victory in the U.S. Open on
September 9, their first Grand Slam title.
Despite being a hometown hero, Chan
faced strong criticism for forfeiting her
doubles match at the Taipei Universiade,
which she abandoned in order to fly to
the New York for the U.S. Open. Hingis
is currently ranked number 1 in women’s
doubles by the Women’s Tennis Association, followed by Chan at number 2.
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KMT members of the Taipei City Council on September 27. The Ministry of
Justice’s Administrative Enforcement
Agency attempted to seize the building in payment of a NT$864.8 million
(US$28.5 million) fine that the KMT
had failed to pay. The fine was levied in
response to the party’s sale of 450 properties that the Ill-gotten Party Assets
Settlement Committee deemed to have
been illegally obtained. Two other KMTowned buildings were seized in actions
taken later that day.

2016

UNIT: US$ Billion
SOURCE: BOFT/MOEA

of the 2013/2014 waste-oil scandal,
attempted suicide on September 13 after
being convicted of 285 counts of foodsafety and aggravated fraud violations,
leading to a 22-year prison sentence.
Yeh’s company was founded to have
sold food oils produced with recycled
waste oils.

KUOMINTANG BLOCKS
SEIZURE OF ASSETS
Government efforts to seize real
estate in Taipei’s Songshan District
owned by the Kuomintang (KMT) were
blocked by protestors organized by

CROSS STRAIT
TAIWANESE ACTIVIST
PUT ON TRIAL IN CHINA
Taiwanese human rights activist Lee
Ming-che, who was seized in China
on March 19, was convicted in a televised trial on September 11. He was
found guilty of establishing “an organization aimed at subverting state power
and overturning the country’s fundamental political system…through instant
messaging services,” attempting “to
overturn state power and the socialist
system through unscrupulous distortion of the facts,” and “fanning public
hostility against the government and
its system,” according to China’s offi-

MORE PROBLEMS FOUND
WITH THE EGG SUPPLY
Eggs contaminated with the pesticide fipronil were once again discovered,
following a scandal in August that
revealed widespread contamination of
the domestic egg supply. The latest case
implicates a farm in Tainan as the source
of the contamination. The fipronil level
in the eggs was 10 parts per billion (ppb),
which exceeds the 5ppb limit set by
Taiwan’s Food and Drug Administration.
In additional food-safety news, Yeh
Wen-hsiang, chairman of the Chang
Guann Co., the company at the core

8

DYNAMIC DUO — Taiwan’s Chan Yung-jan and Swiss partner Martina Hingis
after winning the U.S. Open Women’s Doubles championship.
PHOTO : CNA
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CONTROVERSIAL CONCERT — National Taiwan University students protest
damage to the campus’s athletic field caused by the Sing! China event.
PHOTO : CNA

cial Xinhua news agency. Lee’s courtappointed defense attorneys called no
witnesses during the four-hour trial, at
which Lee “confessed” to his crimes and
promised to work towards unification of
Taiwan with China. As of press time, Lee
was awaiting sentencing.

SING! CHINA EVENT
ENDS IN VIOLENCE
A singing event staged at National
Taiwan University (NTU) in cooperation with the Taipei City and Shanghai
governments and the popular Chinese
talent show Sing! China was abruptly
cut short as protests degenerated into
violence on September 25. The protests
were sparked by anger over damage
to NTU’s track and other sports facilities, although many students were also
upset that the organizers referred to
the institution as “Taipei Municipal
Taiwan University.” Pro-independence
student demonstrators were confronted
by members of the China Unification
Promotion Party (CUPP) founded by
Bamboo Union gang godfather Chang
An-lo, also known as the White Wolf.
The confrontations led to violence, with
CUPP members caught on video attacking the protesters with bats and batons.
Taipei City police also came under fire

after it was revealed that despite numerous calls requesting police intervention,
no police arrived at the scene for at least
three hours.

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
FIVE TAIWANESE DEAD
IN MEXICAN QUAKE
F i v e Ta i w a n e s e c i t i z e n s w e r e
confirmed killed in the September 20
earthquake that devastated Mexico
City. All of them were in the same office
building in downtown Mexico City that
collapsed in the 7.1 Richter scale earthquake, which killed a total of 363 people
in the capital city and its surroundings.
Four of the five Taiwanese victims were
relatives of a businessman who ran a
shoe company in the same building.

DUTERTE SAYS TAIWAN
IS MAJOR DRUG SOURCE
The Philippines’ fire-brand President Rodrigo Duterte on September 20
labeled Taiwan’s Bamboo Union mafia
for being a major source for drugs in
his country, going so far as to describe
the Philippines as a “client state” of the
gang. Duterte alleged that many drugs,
especially methamphetane, are produced
on ships on the high seas by associates of

I

E

F

S

the gang as well as the Hong Kong triad
14K. He cited empty waste drums found
floating in the seas near that Philippines
that contained traces of drugs and were
marked with Chinese characters.
Duterte is notorious for leading a
campaign to eradicate drugs from the
country through extra-legal killings of
thousands of suspected drug dealers and
users.
The Taipei Economic and Cultural
Office in Manila responded that Taiwan
is an anti-drug-trafficking partner of the
Philippines, while other Taiwan government agencies said there is no evidence
tying the Bamboo Union to the drug
trade in the Philippines and that Hong
Kong is the source for three-quarters of
the illegal drugs in Taiwan.

BUSINESS
TSMC’S MORRIS CHANG
TO RETIRE IN 2018
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC) Chairman Morris
Chang, one of the most influential leaders in the global tech sector, announced
that he will retire in June 2018. Chang
came to Taiwan from the United States
in the 1970s to head the Industrial
Technology Research Institute, from
which TSMC was eventually spun off
to become the world’s leading contract
chip foundry and Taiwan’s most important enterprise. TSMC partners with
some of the world’s most prominent
tech brands, including Apple, Nvidia
and Qualcomm, and is a driving force in
Taiwan’s tech exports. Chang, 86, was
recently included in the Forbes list of
the world’s 100 greatest living business
minds and has received numerous other
business accolades, as well as recognition for philanthropy.
In a statement, Chang called the past
30-odd years with TSMC “an extraordinarily exciting and happy phase of my
life,” and said he now wants “to reserve
my remaining years for myself and my
family.”
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SPECIAL MESSAGE

Now is the time for a more open and
transparent regulatory environment

“

If you want to invest in Taiwan,
now is the time,” said President
Tsai Ying-Wen when addressing
the international business community
at the Hsieh Nien Fan earlier this year.
Now is also the time for a more open
and transparent regulatory environment
to attract foreign investment.
Statistics from the Investment
Commission show that the amount of
foreign direct investment in the first half
of 2017 decreased by 31% compared
to the same period last year. The 2017
Business Climate Survey conducted by
AmCham Taipei may help to explain
why: uncertainties over whether Taiwan
will be able to avoid marginalization
by gaining entry into international
trade agreements is one of the key
factors contributing to the decreased
willingness to invest in Taiwan.
The Taiwan government is fully
aware of this challenge. In fact, the
government has been dedicated to
speeding up the progress of negotiations
to strengthen bilateral/regional economic
and trade integration. With this in
mind, the government also continues to
reform Taiwan’s regulatory environment
to be more aligned with international
standards and best practices.
An encouraging development in
this area is that the Cabinet instructed
government agencies to provide a
60-day consultation period to the
public for proposed law amendments
relevant to trade, investment, or
intellectual property rights, as of
October 1, 2016. Stakeholders including
business and civil society are thus
enabled to participate more in the
policymaking process by submitting
comments on relevant law amendment
proposals through various channels,
including a new e-platform, “join.
gov.tw,” spearheaded by the National
Development Council and the Digital
Minister’s office.
We c o m m e n d t h i s i m p o r t a n t
10

development. Meanwhile, to better
meet international standards and best
practices observed by OECD countries
and the U.S., we also urge the Taiwan
government to further promote a more
open and transparent policymaking
process, which will enhance trustbuilding between the government and
the business community, and in turn
make Taiwan more attractive to foreign
investors.
For example, after collecting all the
public comments during these 60-day
consultation periods, it is critical that
the government seriously consider the
opinions of all the stakeholders who
submitted their comments and respond
to them appropriately in a timely way.
More generally, and in addition to
taking into account the public’s views
in its policymaking, the government
should base any policy decisions on
robust scientific evidence and conduct
an accurate, timely and complete
regulatory impact assessment (RIA) to
determine the effect of these proposed
policies on the stakeholders most likely
to be affected. These RIAs should
include any alternative measures to
reach the policies’ purported objectives
and a cost-benefit analysis of these
different alternatives. Finally, the results
and outcomes of these assessments
should be formally shared with the
public to enhance the transparency,
legitimacy and credibility of the policies
the government decides to implement.
One case in point is the consultation
process regarding the Tobacco Hazards

Prevention and Control Act (THPCA)
amendment bill proposed by the Health
Promotion Administration (HPA).
This THPCA proposal includes several
controversial measures, such as the
so-called “3-strike rule” which would
suspend the business of importers/
manufacturers of tobacco products for a
period of 1-3 years after three violations
of the current ban on any promotions of
tobacco products.
Experience shows that law
enforcement tends to be inconsistent,
biased, and selective across different
local enforcement authorities. This
is an issue that cuts across different
industries. According to the 2017
Business Climate Survey, the main
concerns on the investment environment
from foreign companies included issues
such as the “inconsistent interpretations
of regulations” and “inconsistent
a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h e R u l e o f L a w. ”
The proposed “3-strike rule” being
considered under the THPCA would
make these problems even worse,
as the entire legal tobacco industry
and its related supply chain could
easily come to a halt after receiving
three penalties that are unpredictable
due to inconsistent enforcement,
which resulting in further disastrous
consequences. The legitimate rights of
foreign enterprises would be seriously
infringed, and the uncertainty and
unpredictability of Taiwan’s investment
environment exacerbated.
That’s why public opinion coming
from the business community and
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SPECIAL MESSAGE

civil society overwhelmingly opposed
the “3-strike rule” during the
consultation period. Unfortunately, the
government remained steadfast on this
drastic measure, without informing
stakeholders of substantiated reasons as
to why their comments were dismissed,
without articulating the evidence
base supporting the measure, without
showing serious consideration for any
less trade-restrictive alternatives such

今

as increasing the amount of fines,
and without disclosing any RIA –
all measures the government should
have taken in the spirit of enhanced
transparency, legitimacy and credibility.
In recent meetings with foreign
delegations, President Tsai reiterated the
hope that Taiwan would soon be able
to participate in all types of regional
economic integration initiatives.
Indeed, the government is already on

the right track. To make a better case
for the country’s timely participation
in bilateral/regional economic and
trade integration and to attract foreign
investment, now is the time to further
improve the regulatory openness and
transparency in line with international
standards and best practices. Business
cannot afford to wait any longer.
Taiwan cannot wait any longer.

年初謝年飯晚宴，蔡英文總統呼籲國際企業：

各項替代措施評估及針對不同替代措施的成本效益分析。

「如果要擴大對臺投資，現在是最佳時機！」。

最終步驟，政府應將評估結果正式向社會大眾公開，以增

為吸引外資，現在更是塑造更加開放、透明的法

加提升待執行政策的透明性、正當性以及公信力。

規環境之最佳時機。

國民健康署所提菸害防制法修正草案的諮詢過程即為一

根據經濟部投資審議委員會的統計，2017年上半年的外

例。此提案包含數個具爭議性的規範，如所謂的「三振條

國人直接投資金額相較2016年同期下滑了31%。台北市美

款」，將針對違反現行菸品促銷規定三次之輸入或製造業

國商會2017年的商業景氣調查報告指出，台灣在加入國際

者，處停止一年以上三年以下輸入或製造業務之處分。

貿易協定時被邊緣化的不穩定性，是投資台灣意願降低的
關鍵因素之一。

經驗顯示，各地執法權責機關的執法實務常出現互相矛
盾、偏頗、甚至選擇性執法之情形。這種情況已經成為跨

台灣政府深知前述挑戰。事實上，政府已力求加速協

產業的議題。根據台北美國商會2017年的商業景氣調查

商，以強化雙邊及區域經濟貿易整合。秉持此理念，政

報告，「對法令詮釋的不一致性」、「本國法規應用不一

府亦持續改革台灣的法規環境，以符合國際標準及最佳

致」等，都是外國公司對於台灣投資環境的主要顧慮。而

實務。

前述菸害防制法中的「三振條款」提案將使現況惡化，因

例如，行政院已指示各級政府機關自2016年10月1日

執法標準不一致，導致裁罰無法預期，而整體合法菸品產

起，針對與貿易、投資或智慧財產權相關的修法提案，應

業及其供應鏈將因累計三次無法預期的裁罰而動輒停業，

給予大眾60天的評論期，這是非常正向的發展。包括產業

繼而引發災難性的後果。外國企業之合法權利將因此嚴重

及社會大眾在內的相關利害關係人士得而藉由多元管道，

受損，從而加劇台灣投資環境之不確定性及不可預測性。

表達對於相關修法提案的意見，參與公共政策制定程序。

鑑此，企業及社會大眾在評論期間全面反對「三振條

前述管道更包括國家發展委員會及數位政務委員辦公室所

款」。令人遺憾地，政府不但堅持推動此一極端措施，同

力促的新電子平台「join.gov.tw」。

時亦未告知相關利害關係人政府駁斥其意見的有力理由、

對於上述重要進展，我們深表肯定。此外，為符合經濟

未闡述採用該等措施的實證基礎、未展現政府曾慎重考量

合作暨發展組織（OECD）及美國所遵行的國際標準及最

任何對於貿易限制較小的其他替代方案(如以增加罰鍰金額

佳實務，我們亦呼籲台灣政府進一步打造更開放、透明的

取代三振條款)、更從未揭露任何法規影響評估。凡此，均

政策制定過程，以強化政府及企業間的互信，進而增加台

恐背離法規透明性、正當性、以及公信力之精神。

灣對於國外投資人的吸引力。

近來與國外賓使的會議中，蔡總統重申希望台灣能盡速

舉例而言，經60天評論期徵詢所有相關利害關係人後，

加入各個區域經濟整合，而台灣政府確實也已經在正軌上

政府應正視利害關係人所提出之意見，並及時、適當地加

前進。然而，為使台灣能更即時地加入雙邊或區域經貿整

以回應。整體而言，除於政策制定過程中參酌公眾意見

合機制，並增加對於外資的吸引力，現在就是提升法規環

外，政府應確保任何決策均基於嚴謹的科學證據基礎，且

境開放性及透明性的最佳時機，以符合國際標準及最佳實

應執行準確、及時及完整之法規影響評估，以決定相關利

務。這是企業的燃眉之急，亦是整個台灣的燃眉之急。

害關係人可能因此政策所受的影響。法規影響評估應包括
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Fuel Cell System installed at Porite Corporation (Kumagaya, Saitama, Japan) in Jan. 2017

A

Fuel Cells:
a Green, Safe, Made-in-Taiwan
Power Source

s Taiwan attempts to dramatically transform its power
generation systems away from nuclear and coal-fired
power plants and towards a cleaner system centered
around renewable, an important technology seems to have
been ignored: fuel cells.
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts the
chemical energy from a fuel such as hydrogen, natural gas, or
biogas into electricity through a chemical reaction. Likened
to a battery that can be refueled, fuel cells can use a variety
of fuels and materials to generate electricity, and can be used
either at a fixed site or for motorized transport. The potential for hydrogen fuel cells is particularly attractive, as the
only waste produced is water. But since hydrogen doesn’t exist
in a free state in nature, and must be created from methane
or water vapor, such cells are still not cost effective and are
overly energy intense.
Fuel cells have been around for a long time – the concept
was first proven in 1839 – and the technology got a big boost
from the NASA space programs, which deployed fuel cells due
to their safety and reliability.
A number of different fuel-cell technologies employing
different materials and using different fuel sources currently
exist, but a major challenge to their broader acceptance was
their need for expensive platinum and other precious materials,
which drove up costs. With the development of solid oxide fuel
cells, costs have been lowered and fuel cells such as the Bloom
Energy Server now offer a cost-effective, clean, safe, and reliable technology appropriate for scaling up for institutional
users. Solid oxide fuel cells use ceramic plates as catalysts, and
natural gas, biogas, or a related substance as a fuel.
Fuel cells provide a number of advantages over current
power-generating technologies.
First, because they rely on direct electrochemical reactions
without combustion, they are freed from the thermodynamic
constraints that limit most other conventional power sources.
Conventional coal plants operate at only around 33% efficiency, while even the most advanced combined-cycle natural
gas plants max out at around 55% conversion efficiency.
Fuel cells, by contrast, exceed 60%. This means that fuel
cells generate more power while wasting less. Fuel cells are
fuel flexible and can readily use biofuels, enabling them to be
completely carbon-neutral.
As fuel cells operate without combustion, they likewise
generate far fewer pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (NOx),
sulfur oxides (SOx), volatile organic compounds (VOC), and
particulate matter, which are emitted in huge quantities by
Taiwan’s coal-heavy power supply with severe public health
ramifications, particularly for children.
Large-scale fossil fuel power plants cost millions of US
dollars, require intense and wide-ranging regulatory approval,
and take years of construction time to complete. Renewable
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energies such as solar PV and offshore wind, meanwhile, face
significant hurdles. In Taiwan, where space is at a premium,
solar PV farms compete with agriculture for available land,
while offshore wind is a mammoth undertaking that is still in its
infancy and will take years before starting to generating power.
Fuel cells, by contrast, can be easily installed as modular,
scalable units. A 700W fuel cell system is quiet, has no moving
parts, and can be installed onsite, requiring little land and no
extensive and expensive transmission grid. In Taiwan, around
5% of power generation is lost through transmission, but with
onsite fuel cell power generation, this is reduced to zero. And
as they can be easily scaled, fuel cells can provide power for
consumers from individual homes to major industrial plants,
as well as Taiwan’s outlying islands which now rely on expensive and dirty diesel generators.
Also, as solar and wind power generate electricity only
when the sun shines and the wind blows, Taiwan will need to
have a very smart grid indeed to handle huge influxes of solar
energy – for example during noontime – which will shortly
fade to nothing as the day wanes. Fuel cells, by contrast, offer
steady, 24/7 guaranteed power generation that the grid can rely
on, offering a safe and clean complement to renewable energy.
In many parts of the world, fuel cells are recognized as a
green and clean energy source that generates decentralized
power reliably and without the costly impacts of conventional power generation. In Taiwan, however, fuel cells are not
afforded the same measure of awareness, despite the fact that
many of the most crucial parts of the Bloom Energy Server –
including the interconnector – are made right here in Taiwan.
Porite Taiwan Chairman Chu Chiu-Lung says that Bloom
searched worldwide for a manufacturer with the necessary
production acumen and a shared commitment to quality and
integrity, and found this partner in Porite Taiwan. Now Porite
Taiwan is Bloom’s exclusive manufacturer for its most valuable
IP components, which it manufactures in its Miaoli plant and
then ships to Sunnyvale, California for assembly into fuel cells.
These fuel cells are now operating in some of the largest –
and greenest – American companies, including Apple, Google,
Walmart, Coca-Cola, and Target. Bloom has installed several
hundred megawatts of
fuel cells in less than a
decade, and the market
is only getting stronger.
A s Ta i w a n d e a l s
with increasing
demands on its power
supply and shortfalls in
capacity, fuel cells offer
a green, safe, reliable
alternative that is Made E-Bay’s Fuel Cell System, CA, USA
in Taiwan.
(2010.02.05) Mr. Chu, Chiu-Lung
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Keeping Taiwan
from Going Dark
防止台灣缺電
BY TIMOTHY FERRY
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Concern is growing as to whether Taiwan can meet its objectives
to both eliminate nuclear power and greatly cut carbon emissions
by 2025. The reliance on nuclear has already fallen sharply, as several reactors that had to be temporarily shut down have not been
brought back online. In the meantime, increased generation from
coal-fired plants is taking up most of the slack. Due to regulatory
and environmental obstacles, solar and wind projects are behind
schedule.
台灣
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灣在8月15日發生大停電，全台有600多
萬個家庭和商家失去電力。除了立即的效
應，這次大停電也讓人更加擔心台灣的能
源轉型可能進展不順，使重要的製造產業面臨風
險。
台灣經濟仰賴對外貿易，而電子與機械製造業
占出口額的50%，全球大廠台積電、和碩、鴻海、
美光與康寧的產能都非常大。高科技製造業需要
穩定的電力，即使是極為短暫的停電，都可能造
成鉅額的損失。
815事故發生原因，在於台灣中油公司的承包
商員工在桃園大潭發電廠區更換電源零件時，意
外切斷天然氣供應。大潭發電廠是台灣全大的天
然氣火力發電廠，天然氣供應雖然只中斷了兩分
鐘，卻導致發電廠6部機組全部停機，結果是全台
660萬個住戶與商家停電達5個多小時。
有150多家企業一共蒙受至少300萬美元的損
失，但規模最大的企業大都未受停電影響，因為
它們位在具有獨立電廠的科學園區，或者有自己
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massive blackout on August 15
knocked out power for more
than six million households and
businesses throughout Taiwan. Beyond
the immediate impact, it heightened fears
that Taiwan may not be managing its
energy transformation well, putting its
critical manufacturing sector at risk.
Taiwan’s electronics and machinery
sector accounts for more than 50% of
exports for the trade-dependent nation,
with major global players such as Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co.
(TSMC), Pegatron, Hon Hai, Micron,
and Corning operating at tremendous
production capacity. High-tech manufacturing depends on reliable power, and
even the briefest interruption in power
can result in huge losses.
The August outage occurred when
a contractor for state-run petroleum
company CPC Corp., Taiwan accidentally interrupted gas supply to the nation’s
largest gas-fired power plant in Taoyuan’s
Datan Township while replacing powersupply components at a metering station.
Although the interruption lasted for only
two minutes, it caused all six units at the
power plant to shut down, forcing 6.6
million households and businesses across
the island to lose power for more than
five hours.
Although the outage caused at least
US$3 million in damages at over 150
companies, most of the biggest producers
were spared as they are either located in

的發電設備。
台灣在試圖大幅改變能源組合，但這次大停電
讓人質疑台灣能否確保供電的穩定性與平價的電
力。在815大停電之前不久，還有多起別的事故造
成台灣供電吃緊，整個夏天也因為電力備轉容量
逐漸降低而似乎隨時可能缺電。
已經成為法律的政府政策，是要大幅改變台灣
的電力供應結構，讓台灣現有的3座核能發電廠除
役，並且在2025年以前使可再生能源占發電比例
的20%左右。根據計畫，天然氣的發電占比將達
50%，燃煤火力發電占30%。
815大停電不僅歸咎於承包商，中油公司也有責
任，因為它的管理人員當時在場，但並未遵守標
準作業程序。台電公司也受到責怪，因為它未盡
到督導的責任。
經濟部長李世光和中油董事長陳金德為大停電
辭職以示負責，總統蔡英文也在臉書上為此事向
國人道歉。
大停電發生時，台灣正遭熱浪侵襲，夏季高溫
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science parks having independent power
generation or have their own power
generation system.
Nevertheless, the blackout – combined
with a number of other recent incidents
that have crimped Taiwan’s power supply
and a declining reserve margin that has
threatened the island with electricity
shortages throughout the summer – has
raised questions over Taiwan’s ability to
ensure reliability and affordability as it
attempts a transition to a radically different energy mix.
Government policy, now enshrined in
law, is to carry out a massive transformation in Taiwan’s power supply, shuttering
all three of its functional nuclear power
plants and generating some 20% of total
power needs from renewable energy by
2025. According to the plan, natural
gas will be used to generate 50% of the
power, with the remaining 30% fueled
by coal.
Blame for the blackout was placed
not only on the contractor but also CPC
Corp. and its management personnel who
were onsite but failed to follow SOPs
regarding this kind of maintenance work,
and also on the Taiwan Power Co. (Taipower) for insufficient oversight over the
project.
Minister of Economic Affairs Lee
Chih-kung and CPC Chairman Chen
Chin-te both resigned to take responsibility for the mishap, and President Tsai
Ing-wen took to Facebook to apologize

for the event.
The blackout occurred during a heat
wave in which temperatures surpassed 36
degrees Celsius for much of the summer,
driving peak demand above 36,000
megawatt-hours (MWh) on numerous occasions and bringing it within a
hairsbreadth of maxing out Taipower’s
reserves of 37,420MW, according to the
utility’s data.
Other incidents lately had also
impacted Taiwan’s power supply. The
toppling of a transmission tower during
a typhoon cut off the 1,300-MW coalfired power plant of independent power
provider (IPP) Ho-Ping Power Co. for
several weeks at the end of July, removing nearly 4% of Taiwan’s capacity, and a
tripped generator at the Taichung Power
Plant’s Unit 7 temporarily took some
1.5% of Taipower’s capacity offline.
In the weeks leading up to the August
15 blackout, power disturbances and
temporary brownouts had been occurring
with some frequency, and even the Executive Yuan building had lost power briefly
only a week earlier.
Efforts by the government to offer
reassurances to energy users fell flat.
“Taiwan does not have a power shortage
problem,” then-Premier Lin Chuan was
quoted as saying to the media the day
after the blackout, stating that the cause
of the incident was instead human error
and “grid instability.”
An executive with an engineering

常達攝氏36度以上，根據台電數據，尖峰用電量多次超
過36,000千度，台電3,742萬瓩的淨供電量幾乎全部耗
盡。
近來的另外幾起事故，也影響到台灣的電力供應。民
營和平電廠的輸電塔在颱風來襲時被吹倒，這座裝置容
量達130萬瓩的燃煤火力發電廠，從7月底有好幾個星期
無法供電，台灣的總發電量因此減少近4%。台中火力發
電廠7號機跳電，也使得發電總量暫時減少約1.5%。
在815大停電之前的幾個星期，停電與用電吃緊的情
況相當頻繁，連行政院大樓也在815之前的一個星期發
生跳電。
政府有關電力供應無虞的談話顯得空洞。在815大停
電次日，行政院長林全對媒體表示：「台灣沒有電力不
足的問題。」他說，大停電的原因是人為疏失以及供電
系統穩定性的問題。
參與台灣化石燃料發電的一家工程公司主管說，台灣
政府的態度是：「如果我們有0.1萬瓩的備轉容量，就
不算缺電。如果不是負的，那就是正的。」他說：「這
就是問題所在！」

company involved in Taiwan’s fossil fuel
power capacity describes the government’s attitude as: “If we have 1MW of
surplus, then we are not in shortage. If
it’s not negative, then it’s positive. That is
the problem!”
Following the blackout, President
Tsai double-downed on her commitment to eliminating nuclear power and
replacing it with renewable energy. “The
government is promoting distributed
green energy to avoid the situation where
an incident at a single power station
can affect the power supply for the
whole country,” Tsai wrote on her Facebook page. “We will not change course.
Today’s incident only makes us more
determined.”

Reserve margins
For several days during August, Taipower’s reserve margin fell to new lows
of below 2%. Under the new Premier,
William Lai, the government is now
pushing to restore the margin to 7.5%
by 2018 and then to 15% by 2025,
by speeding up construction at several
power-plant projects.
Reserve margins are based on the
peak demand for power subtracted from
the total capacity of the power system.
Taipower has a total installed capacity of
41 gigawatts (GW), and as peak demand
has never exceeded 37GW, Taipower in
theory should have a comfortable reserve

在大停電發生之後，蔡總統再次強調廢核並以再生能
源取代核能發電的決心。她在臉書上說：「現在政府推
動分散式的綠能發電，就是要避免單一電廠事故就影響
全國供電。」她說：「我們的政策方向不會改變，今天
的事件只會讓我們的決心更堅定。」

備轉容量
台電8月有好幾天的備轉容量率降到2%以下的新低。
新任行政院長賴清德上任後，政府現在的目標是努力在
明年使備轉容量率回升到7.5%，到2025年升到15%，方
法是加速好幾座發電廠的興建工程。
供電系統的「備用容量」是總裝置容量減掉尖峰用量
需求。台電的總裝置容量是41百萬瓩，尖峰用量需求
從未超過37百萬瓩，照說台電的備用容量率應該達到
10%，相當充裕，也符合國際標準。
但裝置容量是台電供電系統發電能量的總和，包括民
營電廠以及因為歲修、維護或其他因素而暫停運轉的電
廠。根據台電網站，台電在任一時刻所能提供的電力，
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margin of 10%, well within international
standards.
Installed capacity, however, is a gross
measure of the total capacity of Taipower’s network (including IPPs), and
includes power plants that have been
idled due to repairs, or maintenance, or
other issues. The actual amount of capacity that Taipower can access at any given
moment, called “spinning reserve,” is
much smaller, at some 37GW, according
to Taipower’s website.

The major reason for the drop in
the power reserve is the unavailability of several of the nuclear power units.
Taipower has 5,144MW of installed
nuclear power in its system, some 12%
of the total. But with three of six reactors currently offline for various reasons,
nuclear now supplies, less than 9% of
total generation. This past June 10,
following the closure of the Jinshan
power plant and prior to the restart of
Kuosheng reactor-1, nuclear power fell to

Grid connectivity is a major concern with distributed renewable energy.
PHOTO: TIMOTHY FERRY

也就是「系統運轉淨尖峰供電能力」比裝置容量小得
多，大約為37百萬瓩。
運轉淨尖峰供電能力與裝置容量之間出現落差，主要
原因在於好幾個核能發電機組未併聯發電。台電核能發
電裝置容量為514.4萬瓩，約占12%，但6部核能發電機
組當中，有3部因不同因素停止運轉，因此目前核能發
電在總發電量中比例不到9%。今年6月10日，核一廠已
停止運轉，核二廠一號機組尚未重新啟動，核三廠又有
一個機組因維修問題導致停機好幾個星期，在當下，核
能發電在台灣總發電量比例僅3%。
台灣有3座現役核能發電廠，各有兩個發電機組，其
中核一、核二廠在台灣北部的新北市，核三廠在南部的
屏東縣。核四廠也在新北市，但未完工，而且政府已經
正式撤消這個核電廠計畫。
台灣政府的政策，是要讓現役的核電機組在達到服役
年限時停止運轉。核一廠兩個機組的服役期限分別是明
年12月5 日和2019年7月15日。核二廠的兩個機組接著
將在2021年12月27日與2023年3月14日服役期滿。核
三廠的機組在2024年7月26日與2025年3月14日除役之
16

as low as 3% of Taiwan’s power generation when maintenance problems at the
Maanshan plant took one of its reactors
offline for weeks.
Taiwan has three operational nuclear
power plants, each with two reactors:
Jinshan and Kuosheng, both in New
Taipei City in northern Taiwan, and
Maanshan in southern Pingtung County.
Construction of a fourth, at Lungmen,
also in New Taipei City, remains unfinished and the project has been officially
canceled by the government.
Taiwan’s policy has called for the
nuclear power reactors to continue to
operate until the end of their scheduled
lifecycles. For the reactors at Jinshan
that meant retirement dates of December 5, 2018 and July 15, 2019, respectively, with the Kuosheng reactors following on December 27, 2021, and March
14, 2023. Retirement of the last two reactors, at Maanshan, on July 26, 2024, and
March 14, 2025, would mean Taiwan has
achieved the goal of becoming “nuclearfree,” although it will still have decades
of decommissioning work ahead of it and
will need to care for the waste forever.
However, this timeline has been
greatly accelerated due to the political
controversy surrounding nuclear power.
Jinshan reactor-1 has been offline since
2014 following an incident with its fuel
rods, and Kuosheng reactor-2 was shuttered after a fire in May 2016. Although
both have been okayed for restart by

後，台灣將達到「無核」的目標，但核電廠除役的後續
工作將持續數十年，還有更長久的核廢料處理問題。
核能相關的政治爭議使得台灣廢核進程加速許多。核
一廠一號機因為燃料棒事故，早在2014年就停止運轉，
核二廠二號機也在2016年5月的火警之後停機。雖然這
兩個機組已經過行政院原子能委員會認定可以重新啟
動，但原能會把同意重啟這兩個核能機組的責任交給立
法院。立法院如今由反核立場鮮明的民主進步黨及其盟
友控制，迄未同意重啟。
6月3日，核一廠因輸電電塔倒塌，二號機停止運轉。
這個發電機組因為廢燃料棒儲存池裝滿，原本就要在一
個星期之後停機。儲存池空間已滿，表示機組無法再更
換燃料棒。
核二廠一號機的廢燃料棒儲存池在去年11月裝滿，後
來把裝載池改裝成廢燃料儲存池，才得以重新啟動。它
在6月19日重新併聯發電，目前是北台灣唯一運轉中的
核電機組。根據台電網站的資料，核二廠一號機目前發
電能量達99%，核三廠兩個機組是在全速運轉。
815大停電之後，當時的行政院長林全表示，政府願
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the country’s nuclear regulatory body,
the Atomic Energy Council (AEC), the
AEC has passed final responsibility for
permitting the reactors to restart to the
Legislative Yuan. The legislature, now
firmly in the control of the staunchly
anti-nuclear Democratic Progressive
Party (DPP) and its allies, has refused to
restart the reactors.
Meanwhile, Jinshan-2 went offline on
June 3 due to torrential rains that wiped
out a transmission line at the power plant.
But that was only a week before the
reactor was to be taken offline anyway
because its spent fuel storage pools have
been filled to capacity, preventing the
reactor from being refueled.
Kuosheng-1 is currently operating
after its loading pools were converted to
spent fuel storage, allowing the reactor
to be restarted after it too maxed out its
spent fuel storage capacity last November. The reactor came back online June
19 and is currently the only reactor in
northern Taiwan. It is operating at 99%
capacity, according to data on the Taipower website, while the two reactors at
Maanshan are at full capacity.
Following the blackout, then-Premier
Lin stated that the government would
consider restarting two of the shuttered
reactors (Jinshan-2 is ineligible for restart
as it has maxed out its spent fuel storage
capacity and can no longer be refueled). “I
would make a formal report to the Legislative Yuan for reactivation as a last resort

in the event of a predicted power shortage,” Lin was quoted as saying in the
media. Taipower spokesman Frank Lin
says that this scenario is unlikely, however.
The government has set three conditions that must be met before the reactors
will be restarted: a) efforts must first be
made to restore capacity and stability to
the grid through all other means besides
nuclear, including conventional fossil
fuels and renewable sources; b) Taipower
must be able to give complete assurances
that the nuclear reactors are safe to operate; and c) a social consensus must exist
supporting the restart of the reactors.
Frank Lin says that Taipower has met
the second condition, as the reactors have
been certified for operation by the AEC.
“There is no safety concern about the
two units,” he said.
Meeting the third condition – social
consensus – is less certain. A survey
conducted by polling firm Taiwan Indicators Survey Research and released on
August 28 indicated that 56% of polled
adults support the restart of the two idled
reactors as a means to prevent power
shortages. The same survey, however,
also revealed that 67% of respondents
lack confidence that Taipower can safely
manage a nuclear power accident. “Social
consensus basically is a political issue,”
says Frank Lin.
Restarting the stalled nuclear power
plants for the duration of their licensures
would raise Taiwan’s operating capac-

考慮重啟兩個暫停運轉的核電機組。（核一廠二號機無
法重新啟動，因為它的廢燃料池已經裝滿，核電機組無
法更換燃料棒。）媒體引述林全的話說：「如果真的發
生可預期的電力缺口，屆時他會報告立法院，將它當作
電力供給的最後手段。」但台電發言人林德福說，這個
情況不太可能發生。
政府為重啟核電機組設下3個條件：1. 窮盡一切方法
之後，還是沒有其他非核電力來源；2. 台電必須承諾核
能發電機組運轉安全無虞；3. 全民要有高度共識。
林德福說，台電做到了第二點，因為核能發電機組已
通過原能會檢驗。他說：「這兩個核電機組沒有安全顧
慮。」
能否達到第三個條件，也就是取得全民的共識，就比
較不確定。根據台灣指標民調在8月28日公布的調查，
56%受訪民眾支持重啟兩座閒置的核能發電機組，以防
止電力短缺。但這項調查也顯示，67%的受訪者對於台
電處理核能事故的能力缺乏信心。林德福說：「社會共
識基本上是個政治議題。」
讓核電機組重新啟動，直到除役為止，可以讓台電的

ity by nearly 5% with emissions-free
power. But that eventuality is considered
extremely unlikely (see accompanying
story), and already Kuosheng-2 and both
Jinshan units have been removed from
Taipower’s list of reserve capacity.

More coal than renewables
Despite the government’s avowed aim
of promoting renewable energy sources,
what has replaced nuclear power is less
wind or solar than coal. Plants burning coal increased to over 40% of power
generation this summer, while the contribution of oil and diesel also rose. Gasfired power generation increased but less
dramatically, as the supply is severely
constrained by the amount of terminal
and pipeline capacity.
Taiwan is nearly bereft of natural
resources and must import 98% of its
primary energy. To deliver natural gas
from its source, mostly Qatar but also
Indonesia and Australia, the natural gas
is liquefied at extreme cyrogenic temperatures and shipped in LNG tankers that
must deliver their loads to specialized
terminals. Taiwan has only two such
terminals, in Taichung and Kaohsiung’s
Yungan. A third has long been planned
for Taoyuan, but the project has encountered repeated delays for environmentalimpact reasons.
Taiwan’s recent heavy dependence
on coal also contravenes its commit-

供電能力提高將近5%，而且核電沒有廢氣排放的問題，
但這個可能性微乎其微（請參見本期另一篇文章），而
且核二廠二號機與核一廠兩個發電機組都已經從台電的
備轉容量來源中剔除。

燃煤發電成長比例甚於再生能源
政府雖然宣示要多採用可再生能源，但取代核能的主
要是燃煤而非風力或太陽能電力。今年夏天，燃煤火力
發電廠產生的電力在總發電量中所占的比例升高到40%
以上，燃油火力發電的比例也有增加。天然氣火力發電
也有成長，只是幅度較小，原因是接氣站與管線不足。
台灣幾乎沒有任何天然資源，有98%的初級能源仰賴
進口。台灣的天然氣主要來自卡達，其次是印尼與澳
洲。天然氣要在極低的溫度之下液化，用液化天然氣
專用的輪船載運，送到特別的接收站卸載。台灣只有兩
個夜化天然氣接收站，一個在台中，另一個在高雄的永
安。第三個接收站多年前就規劃要建在桃園，但這項計
畫因為環境衝擊問題多次延宕。
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ment to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) as specified in the GHG
Reduction Act of 2015. The Act stipulates the goal of reducing GHG emissions
to no more than 50% of the 2005 emission level by 2050, while its stated targets
in the spirit of the Paris Accord (to which
Taiwan cannot be a signatory due to lack
of United Nations membership) is to
reduce its GHG by 50% from the business-as-usual level of 428 metric tons by
2030. That means Taiwan would emit
only 214 metric million tons of GHG by
2030 – a 25% decrease from the current
volume.
Electricity production is Taiwan’s
largest consumer of primary energy,
and the sector is also the largest emitter. The increasing amounts of coal-fired
power recently are exacerbating the situa-

tion. Taipower is currently undertaking a
number of projects, designed to improve
the operating reserve, that will further
expand its conventional fossil-fuel power
generating capacity.
An example is the new 800MW ultrasupercritical unit 1 at the Talin coalfired power plant in Kaohsiung, which
has already reached full power ahead of
schedule, as have the 800MW ultrasupercritical Linkou units 1 and 2 in New
Taipei City. Unit 3 at Linkou is still under
construction. At the Datan gas-fired
power plant that went down during the
blackout, the 600MW combined-cycle
gas unit 2 is already at full power, while
unit 1 came online in late September and
is ramping up to full power now.
Together with a series of additional
upgrades scheduled for next year, “the

台灣2015年頒行的溫室氣體減量及管理法，對於減
排有明確規範，但台灣近來高度倚賴燃煤發電的情況，
有違政府有關減排的承諾。根據這項法律，到了2050
年，台灣溫室氣體排放量要降到2005年標準的50%以
下。此外，台灣依巴黎氣候協定的精神所訂定的目標，
是要在2030年把原本的4億2,800萬公噸的溫室氣體排
放量減半。換句話說，到了2030年，台灣的溫室氣體
排放量要降到2億1,400萬公噸，比目前的排放量減少
25%。
台灣進口的初級能源主要用於發電，而發電事業也是
溫室氣體最大的排放者。最近燃煤發電比例增加，使得
問題更形嚴重。台電目前在進行多項計畫，目的在提高
備轉容量。這些計畫將大幅提升傳統化石燃料所能產生
的電力。
其中一個例子是高雄大林燃煤火力發電廠新建的80萬
瓩超超臨界機組。它已經超前進度，在全速運轉中。新
北市林口發電廠80萬瓩的一號與二號機組也是一樣。林
口電廠還有一個三號機組正在建造中。造成815大停電
的大潭天然氣火力發電廠60萬瓩複循環式二號機組已在
全力發電，一號機在9月底併聯發電，目前在逐步提高
18

new projects will add to the capacity and
we can forecast that the power supply for
next year should be much better than this
year,” says Taipower spokesman Lin.
Nevertheless, industry insiders worry
whether this capacity will be available
next summer when it will be urgently
needed once again. Delays in getting
power projects approved by regulators
and then during construction have been
common in recent years, explaining why
Taiwan has such slim reserve margins.
Taiwan’s ambitious energy transformation is going slower than expected.
Taiwan currently has over 1GW of
installed solar power capacity, but of
the planned 1.4GW of additional solar
power scheduled to be installed between
July 2016 and July 2018, only about
400MW is currently in place. Taiwan
has limited available area to install solar
power, and much of the optimal land
is already in use for agriculture. Plans
for offshore wind are meanwhile being
challenged by the local fishing industry
and environmental groups. The Taiwan
government is calling for 20GW of
installed solar PV and 3.5GW of installed
offshore wind to generate 20% of its
power needs by 2025.
Major energy users in the manufacturing sector are increasingly skeptical
that the targets can be met, and industry
sources say the doubts are already affecting future investment planning.

發電能量。
台電發言人林德福說，台電明年還有多項發電提升計
畫，「新的計畫將增加發電能量，我們預測明年的電力
供應情況應該比今年好」。
不過，業界人士擔心明年夏天供電吃緊時，這些新的
發電能量是否可以派上用場。過去幾年，電力發展計畫
在主管機關審查和興建過程中常有延誤，這就是台灣發
電備轉容量偏低的原因。
台灣能源轉型的目標相當遠大，但實踐的進度不如預
期。台灣目前的太陽能發電裝置容量為1百萬瓩。但依
據計畫，從2016年7月到2018年的兩年當中，太陽能發
電裝置容量要達到1.4百萬瓩，到目前卻僅有40萬瓩。
台灣可建設太陽能發電基地的空間有限，許多理想地點
已用於農業。建設離岸風場的計畫則面對當地漁民與環
保團體的挑戰。台灣政府的目標是太陽能發電裝置容量
在2025年達到20百萬瓩，離岸風力達到3.5百萬瓩，在
當時發電比重達20%。
製造業的用電大戶對於這個目標可否達成越來越感到
懷疑，業界人士表示，這樣的質疑已經在影響未來的投
資計畫。
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VAST POTENTIAL IN TAIWAN FOR
OFFSHORE WIND POWER

PHOTO: TIMOTHY FERRY

The government is moving cautiously – some developers think too cautiously – in
promoting what could become a major new industrial sector.
BY TIMOTHY FERRY

O

ffshore wind-power development is a huge undertaking.
Enormous turbines fixed on
gigantic masts rise 150 meters above the
sea, with foundations reaching 50 meters
into the waters below. The generating
capacity of each turbine is as much as 9
megawatts (MW), compared to an average of 2MW for onshore wind-power
turbines.
Such projects also involve enormous
amounts of money and equal amounts of
risk, especially in Taiwan, where much
of the basic data such as comprehensive wind-speed measurements has not
yet been compiled, and where the rules
of the regulatory game continue to shift
and evolve.
Even so, offshore wind developers

are concerned that Taiwan is stymying
the growth of the industry by aiming too
small.
Changhua County’s coastal waters
are Taiwan’s richest in terms of wind
resources – with bountiful winds and
shallow depths of 50 meters or less (the
maximum for offshore wind turbines)
extending some 50 kilometers into the
Taiwan Strait.
Wind-power developers say that
despite the existence of 10 gigawatts
(GW) – 10,000MW – of potential windpower capacity in these waters, Taiwan’s
Bureau of Energy (BOE) declared recently
that the Taiwan Power Co. (Taipower)
would build out only 3.5GW of grid
connection in Changhua.
Taiwan is aiming for some 3.5GW

of offshore wind-power installed capacity by 2025, and a total of 4GW by
2030. To generate interest from developers and investors in building these gigantic machines, Taiwan has acted in accordance with conventional wisdom by
offering a healthy feed-in-tariff (FiT) of
over NT$6 per kilowatt hour (kWh). FiTs
are a policy mechanism to attract investors by offering a return above prevailing electricity prices through long-term
Power Purchase Agreements (PPA). These
agreements guarantee renewable-energy
developers a steady long-term source of
revenue to compensate for high initial
investment costs.
“The FiT has proven to be the right
thing in Europe and that is why we are
where we are now in the UK and in
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Germany,” says Matthias Bausenwein,
Danish firm DONG Energy’s Asia Pacific
general manager. Denmark is one of the
pioneers of offshore wind, and DONG,
which has developed offshore wind projects throughout Europe, is now looking to expand into the Asian market. “A
strong FiT has given the industry the time
to build up the necessary volume and
scale so that costs can be reduced over
time, and then we get a good result,” says
Bausenwein.
However, one possible unintended
consequence of a high FiT may be motivation for BOE to limit the amount of
grid connections available for offshore
wind power to prevent Taiwan from
overachieving on its targets for this
expensive, intermittent form of energy.
Industry insiders regard that approach
as a misguided step that may constrain
development.
“European experience shows that
if you allocate only 3 or 4 GW to the
grid, then you will not get 3 or 4 GW of
offshore wind power; you will get maybe
2.5 GW,” says Bausenwein. “If you allocate 6 GW, you will maybe get only 4
GW by 2025.”
The reason is that the complexities and costs of developing offshore
wind are so high that many projects fail
to be completed. Offshore wind projects typically take as long as a decade to
complete; until they are feeding power
into the grid, they are spending large
sums of money, leaving open the risk of
failure. Adding to the failure rate are the
strict requirements in Taiwan regulating offshore wind development in terms
of environmental impact, project financing, localization of the supply chain, and
many other aspects.
Grid connection is challenging
because most power transmission grids
were designed to bring power from
central power stations to customers. In
locations distant from the central power
stations, the grid deploys smaller cables
and transmission lines. Since renewables are largely distributed generation, however, they feed large amounts
of electricity at the thin ends of the grid
tentacles, necessitating reinforcement to
handle this influx. Offshore wind developers typically construct the connections
from the turbine to the onshore substations, where they then tie into the grid.
20

Yushan Energy founder and CEO
Ian Hatton, a veteran of the offshore oil
and gas industry in the North Sea and
founder of Eclipse Energy, developer of
the Ormonde Offshore Wind Project in
the U.K., says that Taiwan needs to invest
in this grid capacity now. “Offshore wind
is going to provide the major chunk of
Taiwan’s power in the future, so you’ve
got to facilitate that coming in a timely
fashion,” he says.
In a joint venture with Canadian
firm Northland Power, Yushan recently
won environmental-impact approval
from Taiwan’s Environmental Protection
Administration for two offshore wind
projects with a potential for 1GW of
capacity.
Bausenwein says that offshore wind
power development requires a certain
scale in order to drive the creation of a
domestic industry. Higher targets lead to
more business and investment opportunities for local players, while more development leads to more experience, with
ensuing lower risks and costs.
“It is highly recommended to keep the
pipeline opened up not only in terms of
grid but in terms of targets in order to
drive investment,” says Bausenwein. “We
need to have a volume that allows for
competition.”
The decision to decrease the grid-connection capacity also reflects another
concern among developers: that Taiwan
continues to change the rules of the game.
According to insiders, wind-power
developers have been working for the
past two years under the assumption that
the stated 4GW capacity goal was actually a starting point for upwards of 8GW
of installed capacity, but the 3.5GW grid
connection capability now seems to set
this as a cap. “This may scare investors
because they will see that there is another
element in place now that was not there”
previously, says Bausenwein.
Some amount of rules adjustment is
necessary and expected, say developers.
The recent expansion of shipping lanes in
the Taiwan Strait and consequent reduction in the amount of available area for
offshore wind development is an example of an adjustment better made sooner
rather than later.
Yet other decisions, such as the one
on grid capacity, have taken the industry
by surprise. “There have been some frus-

trations with goal posts moving,” admits
Hatton. “But this is a brand new industry
– they have not had an oil and gas industry here to lead the way – so it’s actually
working out reasonably well. Still, there
will be things that need addressing.”
French offshore wind developer
EOLFI, which has been in Taiwan since
2013 and is currently bidding on a
number of projects, noted in email correspondence that “it is of paramount interest to maintain stability in terms of policy
regulation to maintain, if not increase,
the level of investment confidence in the
market” and “not scare investors away.”
At the same time, Bausenwein also
stresses the positive side of the ledger.
“We have a good framework,” he says.
“It has attracted investors, it’s transparent, and it’s clear what the milestones are.”

Assessing economic benefits
Offshore wind projects are awarded
based on the quality of the bid and the
qualifications and experience of the
bidders. A big part of that calculation
is how much will they invest into the
local economy. “It’s about maximizing
economic benefit for Taiwan, and that
really comes down to costs and balance,”
says Yushan’s Hatton.
Taiwan is strong in many of the
support industries needed to supply
wind-power projects, including electronics, steel, and shipbuilding, and is seen
as able to develop the capacity to handle
the construction, operations, and maintenance of offshore wind farms.
But some major equipment will need
to imported, particularly the turbines
themselves, which are made by such
experienced international players as
Siemens, Enercon, Mitsubishi, and GE.
Expertise counts. “You don’t want to
spend a lot of money offering this feed-in
tariff and then have these things not
work,” says Hatton.
Another challenge is the environmental impact assessment (EIA), which
has proven to be a difficult barrier for
offshore wind-power developers. Yushan’s project, as well as a smaller one off
the coast of Taoyuan, are two of the few
that have passed an EIA.
The Taiwan Strait is a heavily trafficked waterway with a fragile ecosys-
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tem, and the EPA is closely scrutinizing how offshore wind development will
affect the ecology.
Protection of the Formosan humpback
dolphin is a particular concern, as this is
a critically endangered subspecies of the
Chinese white dolphin, with perhaps only
70 creatures still alive. When pile-driving
was being carried out to build the foundations of the Formosa-1 pilot windpower project off the coast of Miaoli,
environmental NGOs protested the
impact of the noise on the sensitive hearing of marine mammals that depend on
echolocation for survival.
Formosa-1 is a near-shore project,
closer to the habitats of the Formosa
humpback dolphins, while the Yushan
projects – as well as the seven projects
that DONG is planning – are all 50 kilometers out in the Taiwan Strait.
The actual impact of offshore wind
development on marine ecosystems
remains a subject of debate. Offshore
wind developers say the foundations
create an environment similar to a reef.
Referencing his experiences in the UK
and the Gulf of Mexico, Hatton says that
“biodiversity tends to increase with this
sort of development.”
Marine biologists say that while the
reef-effect is well documented, the overall
impact remains unclear, due largely to the
paucity of baseline data in marine waters
now supporting offshore wind.
Offshore wind-power has been
deployed for two decades in Europe and
long-term data is slowly accumulating.
Research seems to indicate that while
the construction phase can have negative impacts on marine mammals and fish
due to the noise and disturbance of the
silt, the longer term effect is uncertain.
Some gains have been observed in habitat building, but there are also negative
consequences due to turbine noise and the
generation of an electromagnetic field.
As an impact on Taiwan’s fishing
fleets operating in the Taiwan Strait can
certainly be anticipated, provisions for a
fishermen’s support fund is now included
in each bid.
To lower the environmental impact,
the use of floating offshore wind turbines
is being proposed for the Taiwan Strait.
They can also exploit waters deeper than
50 meters, where 60% of Taiwan’s wind
resources lie.

Taiwan already has substantial onshore wind power, generating both power and
jobs in maintenance and operations.
PHOTO: TIMOTHY FERRY

E O L F I G r e a t e r C h i n a ’s Ta i h a i
Taoyuan (W1N) Offshore Wind Power
project, which will have total installed
capacity of 500MW, will make Taiwan
“the world’s first country to deploy a
commercial-scale floating offshore wind
project,” the company told TOPICS via
email. The project was officially registered by the BOE on September 1 and
is now entering the EIA review process.
EOLFI says it expects EIA approval by
the end of the year.
A major factor in getting the offshore
wind industry going in Taiwan will be
financing, as these capital-heavy infrastructure projects require massive funding at the early stages before they start
generating revenue. Roughly 60-70% of
a wind farm’s life-cycle costs are accrued
in the upfront capex investment, according to experts. While international banks
such as Macquarie Group, which is partnered with DONG and local offshore
wind developer Swancor on the Formosa-1 project, have years of experience
calculating the risk of such projects, local
banks are just learning.
“The risks associated with different activities (e.g. offshore construction,
operation, etc.) are still new to Taiwan
banks,” observed EOLFI. “At present,

due to the lack of local involvement in
large-scale project financing schemes,
especially for a scale such as ours, foreign
banks’ involvement will be necessary.”
The Formosa-1 project is owned 50%
by Macquarie, 35% by DONG, and
15% by Swancor, and is so far the only
offshore wind-power project in Taiwan
to have been successfully developed and
generate revenue. DONG considers the
Formosa-1 project a vital test case for
Taiwan’s banks and developers.
“We are helping this first project in
Taiwan to work out, to bring our experience but to also learn,” says Bausenwein.
“Formosa-1 is a perfect case because it
gives the banks the opportunity to learn
about offshore wind.”
Despite the slow progress, developers are optimistic that offshore wind
will play a major role in Taiwan’s future
energy needs, while generating an entirely
new supply chain.
“The impact of offshore wind will
be similar to the oil and gas industry in
the North Sea – it’s a game changer,”
says Hatton. “The current targets are
too restrictive, but I think that once the
government gets confidence that this stuff
will be delivered, then they will start to
plan more strategically.”
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SOLAR POWER MOVES AHEAD IN TAIWAN
DESPITE OBSTACLES

PHOTO: TIMOTHY FERRY

The use of agricultural land will be needed to provide sufficient area, but regulations
governing farmland are stringent.

BY TIMOTHY FERRY

T

aiwan’s rural Yunlin County,
traditionally one of the island’s
least developed areas, is virtually
booming with solar panels. Every third
farmhouse or barn seems to be covered
in solar panels. And where locals once
eyed solar-power purveyors with suspicion, “they love us here now,” says Slash
Chiu, sales director for Sinogreenergy,
one of Taiwan’s largest solar-power developers. The company has over 70MW of
installed solar capacity in its portfolio,
most of it in Yunlin.
Developers such as Sinogreenergy
rent the roofs on which they install solar
panels, earning revenue off the feed-in
tariff (FiT) paid by the government. The
farmers are delighted with the extra rental
income while they continue to farm.
The model has largely been a success,
and much rooftop real estate has already
22

been snatched up. Taiwan has ramped
up its rooftop solar installations by offering an attractive FiT for solar energy,
currently standing at NT$4.53 (US$0.15)
per kilowatt hour (kWh) for rooftop
installations between 100kW and 499kW
in scale. The island currently has some
1.4GW of installed solar capacity, nearly
all of it on rooftops.
For the government to meet its target
of 20GW of installed solar photovoltaic (PV) capacity by 2025, however,
ground-based units will also be needed,
mostly in the sunnier, rural counties of
Yunlin, Chiayi, and Changhua. Groundmount solar already exists in Taiwan, but
nearly all of it is relatively small scale,
beneath 500kW in capacity, due to rules
that define any power project of 500kW
and above as a “power plant,” subject to
strict regulations.

Ground-mount of any size, with an
FiT of NT$4.54/kWh, earns more than
a rooftop installation to enable owners
of solar farms to cover their higher
costs and risks. Available land for largescale solar deployment is scarce, though.
Taiwan’s total area is only about 35,000
square kilometers, two-thirds of it steep
mountains that are off limits to major
development. Taiwan’s 23 million people
live mostly in densely populated cities on
the western plain, which is also where
most of Taiwan’s arable land is located.
Installed solar capacity of 20GW would
likely require 20,000 to 25,000 hectares
of land – nearly 3% of Taiwan’s total
800,000 hectares of arable land.
The goal is to find a way to enable
land to be used for both farming and
solar PV power generation, but it is
unclear whether Taiwan is ready to
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adopt potential innovative solutions. Big
Sun Energy, a solar-cell manufacturer
located in an industrial park in Hsinchu County, has developed a system that
could perhaps point the way towards
an answer. Big Sun’s solar tracker pivots
throughout the day to harvest significantly more sunshine as it tracks the
sun’s path across the sky. Equally important, the tracking frames stand as much
as five meters off the ground. In Yunlin,
the company grows coffee – a crop
that generally enjoys shadier environs –
beneath the solar panels. The first crop of
coffee beans grown on this farm will be
available this fall.
“Solar power and agriculture integration is a good business to pursue,” says
Big Sun founder and Chairman Summer
Luo. “Even though there are limitations
to the land, we will find a solution to
succeed in both solar and agriculture.”
That will be the core challenge that
Taiwan’s domestic solar providers must
face. Despite having a president and legislature firmly in support of Taiwan’s transformation toward greater reliance on
renewable energy, the market has developed far more slowly than expected.
Taiwan currently has some 1.4GW (1,400
MW) of installed solar capacity, but has
only installed 400MW toward its interim
goal of an additional 1.54GW (above the
900MW that had already been installed
as of mid-2016) by the summer of 2018.
It is widely conceded that Taiwan
stands little or no chance of reaching 20GW of installed capacity without
ground mounts. But obtaining approval
for such installations is a difficult undertaking due to red tape and the inadequate
coordination among the various government agencies involved. Those agencies include the Bureau of Energy (BOE),
Council of Agriculture (COA), and the
Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) for the environmental impact
assessment (EIA). In addition, Taipower
must give permission for connection to
the grid.

Protecting the land
Taking its role to preserve and manage
Taiwan’s agricultural lands quite strictly,
the COA has revoked the agriculture
permits for over 100 farms that had been
found to have either abandoned farm-

ing to just live off of the rent paid by
solar power companies for their rooftops,
or were found to have “not followed
the plan” they submitted. Reportedly in
some cases that deviation meant growing
bananas instead of papayas.
A COA representative said by email
that the Council has no jurisdiction over
renewable energy equipment on farmlands, but likewise noted that farmers
“are required to have a plan to describe
the agricultural production,” and that
if the farmer deviates from the plan, the
local agriculture bureau may revoke their
permit to farm.
Big Sun’s Luo says that while the
company is permitted to grow coffee
beans beneath solar panels, new rules
introduced by the COA might stifle innovation. Farmers need to get an agriculture
plan approved and need to show a track
record for whatever crop they would like
to grow. Integrating solar PV and farm
crops will likely require experimenting
with different crops, however, and this
rule will potentially prevent farmers from
making such experiments.
The COA is promoting innovation in
other ways, however, including the use of
floating solar PV at fish farms and experimenting with livestock raising on solar
farms. According to COA regulations, no
more than 70% of an agricultural plot
can be covered in solar panels, and the
land can be used for solar PV for only 20
years before reverting back to farmland.
“Agricultural use is the core value of
agricultural land use,” the COA representative wrote.
The COA has released over 803
hectares of “salt land” – land that has
subsided due to overuse of ground water
– for solar installations. Below sea level
and subject to frequent flooding, much
of this land is now sterile and crusted
with salt, desiccated land in the midst
of fallow farms draped in lush greenery.
Following release of the land for development, investments totaling NT$91.2
billion (approximately US$2.9 billion) are
expected.
But even the salt lands are not without controversy. Environmental groups
have filed suit to preserve the land designated for solar power installations in rural
Miaoli, saying that these wastelands are
actually crucial habitat for rare migratory
birds, especially the black-faced spoonbill.

Yet despite the challenges, investors
and developers are making big plans for
Taiwan’s solar market. In early September, Singapore-based Equis Funds Group
announced BOE approval of its 70.2MW
solar project in Chiayi County’s Yizhu
Township. The area planned for this
development is farmland that is no longer
productive, including “salt lands.” The
company said construction is expected
to begin in early 2018, with power to be
delivered before the end of 2018 under a
20-year power purchase agreement to be
signed with Taipower.
Taiwan has one of the world’s largest
solar-cell manufacturing industries, with
some 11GW of manufacturing capacity.
But the industry has long struggled due to
the huge capacity in China that continues
to press prices downward even as global
demand rises. EnergyTrend, a division of
Taiwan research firm Trendforce, forecasts 2017 worldwide demand as reaching nearly 100GW.
Local cell makers have long hoped
that domestic demand would make up for
poor global market conditions. They note
that Taiwan’s compact geography, good
FiT rates, and harsh climate push the
market towards higher-output panels, an
area in which Taiwan specializes. Taiwan
has invested heavily in high-efficiency
Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell (PERC)
technology and the government offers a
6% premium on FiTs for “high-performance” panels.
Equis Fund’s communication director,
Roberto Devido, says that the EPA made
a “strong request” that ecological considerations be factored into the bid. Equis
Fund took a number of steps to mitigate
the impact of the development on the
wetlands in the area and in line with the
government’s request included an environmental education element in its bid.
While many remain skeptical that
Taiwan can reach the targeted scale of
solar generation on the existing schedule,
Equis Fund expresses confidence that its
project will be successful.
“We are very excited about this project
in Taiwan, as it’s going to be the largest
development of its size for the country,”
said Devido. “For us it’s a very straightforward process that we’ve done well over
a hundred times around the region. The
government is behind this and they are
interested in seeing it succeed.”
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Invisalign : Technological
Advances to Improve
Your Smile

T

he use of braces to straighten
and correct misalignments of
the teeth goes back thousands of
years – even Cleopatra wore them! The
modern system of brackets, bonding
material, arch wire, and ligature elastic
is at least a century old, with traditional
orthodontic techniques usually
requiring years of wearing braces, with
frequent visits to the orthodontist,
painful adjustments, extensive cleaning
after every meal, not to mention the
occasional swallowed spring or bracket.
Now, Align Technology has introduced Invisalign aligners, which are
nearly transparent medical-grade plastic
aligners that are painless, clean, and
comfortable.
“The company was started 20 years
ago to create as a braces alternative.”
says Andy Tang, Commercial Director
for Align Technology B.V. Taiwan
Branch. Instead of using metal to pull
teeth into alignment, we sought to use
aligners to push them. “It took 10 years
and over US$1 billion in research and
development to get the actual product
right.”
With Invisalign, the San Jose-based
company brings the latest advances not
only in orthodontics but also in material
science, 3D printing, Big Data, cloud
computing, and scanning technology to
create a system of teeth alignment that
has successfully treated over 4.7 million
patients1 in the United States and more
than 100 other countries. As one of
the 2017 Fortune 100 Fastest Growing
Companies (NASDAQ:ALGN); our

patented Invisalign system including
the materials and clinical software
are US and Taiwan Food and Drug
Administration Class II licensed. You
can rest assure that you will receive a
safe and comfortable treatment from
our Invisalign trained doctors.
Now the Invisalign system is
a v a i l a b l e i n Ta i w a n , o f f e r i n g a
comfortable, aesthetically pleasing
choice of treatment. It is estimated that
up to 60% of people in Taiwan suffer
from misalignments, malocclusions and
narrow airway problem, but only 6%
actually seek treatment.
“Asian cases are more difficult to
treat,” explains Tang, noting that Asian
people tend to have smaller mouths
but the same number of teeth, causing
more crowding of the arches and greater
prevalence of malocclusions. “We want
to share this technology with people
in Taiwan for healthier teeth and more
attractive smiles.”

What is Invisalign?
The Invisalign system consists of
a series of easy to install and remove
medical-grade plastic aligners that
gradually achieve the ultimate goal.
Each aligner is slightly different, and
when worn for 20 hour a day gradually
produce the desired effect. Using Align
Technology’s patented iTero scanning
system, a 3D scan of the patient’s teeth
is generated by the orthodontist, who
then works with Invisalign’s computer
database of millions of previous patients
as well as utilizing his or her own
expertise to form a diagnosis and course
of treatment. The computer diagnosis
and treatment plan is uploaded onto
Invisalign’s database for transmission
to the company’s state-of-the-art 3D
printing manufacturing facility to
produce the entire series of aligners for
the duration of treatment. Each aligner
is about 2.5 millimeters different from

the next in sequence, and the total
treatment time ranges from six months
to two years.
The success of Invisalign hinges on
three scientific breakthroughs.
The first is SmartTrack, a proprietary
Align Technology multilayer material
specifically designed and clinically
proven to improve orthodontic
movement. Many of Align Technology’s
more than 800 patents 2 are related
to this material. Invisalign is the only
plastic dental aligners to receive dual
certification by the U.S. and Taiwan
FDA as a class-II medical device.
The second is SmartStage
technology, an advanced algorithm
that determines the optimal path of
tooth movement and the shape of the
aligner at every stage of the Invisalign
treatment. SmartStage technology
helps generate the desired force
systems necessary for more predictable
treatment outcomes.
SmartForce features, meanwhile, are
attachments and features that together
allow for treatment of both simple and
complex cases and precisely control
both the root and crown. “Invisalign
aligner can even be used on tooth
extraction and major realignment of
serious malocclusion treatments,” says
Tang.

Why is Invisalign right for
Taiwanese?
• Invisalign aligners are nearly invisible,
making them popular among flight
attendants, public relations specialists,
and anyone who can’t risk a smile
revealing unsightly wires and metal
brackets.
• Invisalign aligners also promote oral
hygiene. With Invisalign, all you do is
pop it out, brush your teeth, and put it
back in – no special cleaning tools or
effort required!
• The Invisalign treatment also
[1&2 Data on file of Align Technology Inc.
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both the U.S. and Taiwan, and are
backed by a comprehensive database,
state-of-the-art 3D manufacturing
system, and a network of hundreds of
thousands of Invisalign trained doctors
who are dedicated to providing the best
treatment for their patients.

to another is so small, the amount of
discomfort is comparatively low.
Invisalign has proven highly popular
in China and Hong Kong, and the
level of use in Taiwan has been steadily
increasingly. Invisalign has class-II
medical device license by the FDA in

reduces the amount of time and fuss
required. Instead of weekly visits to
the orthodontist, with Invisalign you
can get several months of aligners in
advance, and see the orthodontist only
infrequently to check progress. And as
the difference from one sequential aligner

來
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pro ress in protectin
tra e secrets
BY KEITH MENCONI

C

hina is pushing rapidly to meet
ambitious targets for developing its high-tech industries
in its quest to move its economy up the
global value chain and achieve greater
self-sufficiency. As it does so, though,
leading Taiwan tech companies allege
that much of this progress has been
accomplished only by poaching their
trade secrets, a legally protected form of
intellectual property. These companies
warn that continued systematic trade
theft by Chinese companies could throw
the future of Taiwan’s economic competitiveness into serious question.
To address these concerns, Taiwan
enacted a revised Trade Secrets Act
that took effect in 2013, providing for
criminal penalties for violators, and it
has also strengthened law enforcement
agencies’ investigative powers in trade
secrets cases. After more than four years
of accumulated experience, these efforts
are now beginning to bear fruit as some
cases result in convictions and substantial penalties.
The challenge is still growing, however. Trade secrets are increasingly
recognized as extremely valuable assets,
and many companies now opt to hold
the vast majority of their intellectual
property in this form rather than as
registered patents. Given the huge economic advantages trade theft offers to
unscrupulous companies, it remains to
be seen how effective the government’s
efforts will be in stanching the illegal
flow of proprietary information.
26

Trade secret cases vary widely, but a
typical case in Taiwan involves an effort
by an emerging company to target the
employees of an established technology
leader. These employees are lured away
with the offer of dramatically increased
salaries – often several times more than
their previous earnings. Employees in
several different departments may be
approached in hopes of gaining the
broadest possible understanding of the
competitor’s technologies and processes.
Trade secrets are also vulnerable
to cyberattacks, but tech leaders seem
less anxious about this type of threat
than of departing employees providing
a “present” to their future employer.
The gift may take the form of smuggled-out hardware, sensitive files, or
photographs revealing confidential
information. Sometimes the secrets are
simply tucked away in the employees’
own memories.
Incidents of trade theft involving
Chinese companies have a long history in Taiwan, but industry insiders
say the frequency has increased dramatically in recent years. U.S. chipmaker
Micron Technology says that hundreds
of past employees have been involved in
targeted efforts of trade-secret acquisition. Most recently, prosecutors in early
September indicted Taiwanese semiconductor foundry United Microelectronics
and three of its employees – two of
whom formerly worked for Micron –
on suspicion of stealing trade secrets
from Micron’s local Taiwan units. The

information is believed to have been
intended to aid development of Chinese
memory-chip manufacturing facilities.
“Some startup companies have an
objective to shortcut the learning process, and it will in theory take them to
economic viability much sooner, perhaps years sooner than without stolen
trade secrets,” says Stephen Drake,
Micron’s director of Asia Legal. “We
believe the previous thefts already have
allowed the offenders to make rapid
progress toward their goals of creating
memory products to illegally compete
against us,” he says.
Some argue that the consequences of
this unfair competition has already been
wide reaching. “Today a major reason
for the low profit margin of Taiwan
companies is trade-secret theft,” says
Richard Thurston of the law firm of
Duane Morris, who was previously general counsel for Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co. (TSMC). “Taiwan’s
core innovations have been and continue to be solid,” he says, warning
though that many companies are facing
severe brain drains. “If you really
scratch beneath the surface, you’d find
massive theft.”
Taiwan’s leading semiconductor
companies – including TSMC and
MediaTek – have been victims in some
of the highest profile such cases, but
the crime is not limited to one industry.
Other major companies whose cases
have grabbed headlines include electronics manufacturers Foxconn and AU
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Optronics, smartphone-maker HTC,
and display glass maker Corning.
Observers say that any industry with
a significant investment in R&D is vulnerable.

Technology acquisition
Chinese companies are not alone in
these efforts. In one major case, TSMC
accused a former executive of offering
important technology secrets to South
Korean rival Samsung. Taiwan’s tech
leaders agree, though, that Chinese
companies pose the greatest threat, and
in recent years their actions have been
the most brazen.
To date, no publicly available evidence has turned up to suggest that
this corporate theft has been instigated
by the Chinese government. However,
China’s ambitious development goals,
along with the pressure placed on many
companies to develop quickly, may
be pushing individual executives to
adopt trade-secret theft as part of their
growth strategy.
C h i n a ’s m a s s i v e U S $ 3 0 0 b i l lion Made in China 2025 Program
announced in 2015 demonstrates the
sheer magnitude of the resources that
the country is willing to bring to bear
to reach its goals. The program seeks to
spur the growth of 10 emerging industries, including artificial intelligence,
integrated circuits, bio-pharmaceuticals, and 5G mobile communications.
Government assistance is available to
finance low-interest loans, technological
research, and the acquisition of foreign
competitors.
The semiconductor industry has
been a particular focus for China.
The sector has been offered additional
funds at both the national and provincial levels in the hope of shifting the
country away from its heavy reliance
on foreign chip manufacturers. These
moves have riled countries around the
world, leading to accusations that China’s government subsidies amount to
unfair trade competition that will disrupt existing markets.
Even with the government funding,
though, efforts to acquire the needed
technologies and expertise for chip

manufacturing have met with only limited success. Regulatory barriers in
Taiwan and elsewhere – or sometimes
just the possibility of regulatory action
– have frustrated the efforts of Chinese investors to acquire semiconductor
companies in other markets. Attempts
to purchase technology licenses have
also failed in many cases.
Thus many emerging Chinese chip
companies are suspected of attempting
to fill the technology gap through
the only means left: theft. Taiwan is
thought to be especially vulnerable due
to its proximity to China and common
language.
Leading Taiwanese chip manufacturer Nanya Technology says its trade
secrets have been targeted by two
upstart chip manufacturers in China
– Fujian Jinhua Integrated Circuit Co.
and Hefei Rui-Li Integrated Circuit –
and that to date it has lost about 50
employees to targeted poaching efforts.
“We know that they are not able to
find any company to license technology,
so they don’t have any technology
source,” says Nanya Technology president Lee Pei-ing. “However, their
projects continue. Their construction
also continues.”
The speed with which these Chinese companies have developed is
also a source of suspicion. Given the
complexity of memory technology production, several years of development
and research are typically needed before
production can begin. However, in the
case of the two companies targeting
Nanya employees, both began construction in 2016 and are expected to launch
production next year.
Taiwan’s own tech industries only
took shape following huge invest-

ments in technology licenses and years
of research. One industry insider with
knowledge of trade-secret theft cases
notes that the Chinese enterprises
appear to have spent almost nothing, so
either they are “super, super geniuses”
or have found an illicit shortcut.

Strengthening protection
Before the Trade Secrets Act was
amended, industry representatives felt
that existing penalties offered inadequate deterrence. In one famous case
involving MediaTek, a former employee
convicted of trade theft was handed
a fine of NT$270,000 (US$9,000)
for stealing trade secrets the company reportedly spent NT$10 billion
(US$333 million) in developing.
Now violators face as many as five
years in prison and possible fines of
NT$10 million (US$333,000). When
trade secrets are taken overseas, the
maximum sentence increases to 10
years in prison and a potential fine of
NT$50 million (US$1.67 million). On
top of the increased penalties, analysts
say the new legal framework offers a
clearer standard for identifying tradetheft violations and a better chance of
successful prosecution.
Supporters of these changes express
the hope that the strengthened penalties
will send a message to would-be tradesecret thieves that their actions will be
dealt with seriously, as they have the
potential to seriously harm Taiwan’s
economy.
Supporting legislation has since
been passed strengthening the hand
of law enforcement in several ways. It
empowers prosecutors to grant partial immunity to induce co-conspirators
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to cooperate with investigations, permits the use of electronic surveillance
to gather evidence in some cases, and
modifies criminal procedures to increase
pressure on accused infringers to
provide a substantive response to allegations of trade-theft instead of simply
making a perfunctory denial.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of Justice
Investigation Bureau (MJIB), Taiwan’s
national criminal-investigation agency,
has also increased its focus on the topic.
It is seeking to coordinate the investigation efforts of relevant offices including
its Cyber Forensics Laboratory and
Financial Intelligence Unit.
In the four years since the amended
version of the Trade Secrets Act was
passed, well over a hundred trade-secret cases have been brought to the
MJIB. But a much smaller number have
resulted in actual investigations, and of
those only a handful have yet reached
a final verdict. According to MJIB statistics, between 2013 and August
2017, the bureau identified and investigated 57 cases of trade-secret theft, of
which 30 cases produced indictments.
Among those, 11 cases have already
been dropped, 16 are ongoing, and
seven have reached a final conclusion,
including two cases where the defendant settled out of court.
Only five cases resulted in final sentences involving prison terms, one of
which was reprieved.
MJIB officials explain that when
cases are not pursued, the reason most
often is either that the accusing company has decided to drop charges, or
that the cases failed to meet the legal
requirements to qualify as criminal
trade-secret theft. Under those requirements, companies must demonstrate
1) that a stolen secret is not general
knowledge, 2) that the secret has some
economic benefit, and 3) that the company had taken reasonable efforts to
maintain its secrecy.
Often, cases fail because companies
had not taken proper steps to convince
authorities that a trade secret exists and
that they actively tried to protect it.
The last four years have been a
learning process for judicial authorities,
who are being newly exposed to com28

plicated, technical disputes, as well as
for the business community, which has
had to learn how to work with investigators to provide needed evidence
and information. “It’s a very new law,
and we are still accumulating cases and
experience,” says Wu Jung-chun, who
directs the MJIB’s Economic Crime Prevention Division.
The MJIB says it is working to
develop relationships with companies
to speed up this learning process and
to encourage best practices in trade-secret protection at the company level.
“Many companies invest a lot in R&D,
but then they fail to protect the technology they have developed,” says Lin
Wei-cheng, also of the Economic Crime
Prevention Division. “For example,
many engineers will take their work
home with them. Companies are not
being as careful as they should be.”
Private-sector experts in the field
agree. “Taiwan is still in the dark ages
of trade-secret protection at the corporate level,” says Thurston. “Very
few companies have trade-secret policies. Very few have ethics policies that
include trade secrets and other intellectual properties. Most companies don’t
even know what their trade secrets are.”

Employee education
Legal advisers urge companies to do
more to educate employees about the
corporate trade-secret policy and to add
non-disclosure agreements in employee
contracts – steps that help demonstrate to prosecutors that the company
has indeed taken “reasonable efforts”
toward protection. In addition, companies are advised to boost physical and
cyber security by installing monitoring
systems and metal-detector gates or
placing restrictions on employees’ use of
social media.
These efforts are of course expensive and require concerted attention
from corporate leadership, but the
work already seems to be paying off
at some companies. Over the last year,
for example, Nanya has invested millions of U.S. dollars in boosting its
trade-secret security and also increasing
compensation as a means of encour-

aging employees to remain. The efforts
are regarded as having brought positive
results.
The Trade Secrets Act may soon be
amended again, but most observers
agree that the proposed changes are
largely peripheral. In fact, companies
generally report satisfaction with the
current laws as written, and are more
concerned about enforcement. “We
found that there are gaps between the
private sector’s interpretation of the
law and that of the law-enforcing entities,” says TSMC General Counsel
Sylvia Fang.
Those gaps exist mainly because of
the highly technical nature of tradesecret cases, which often require a
detailed understanding of industry standards and technologies. Those working
in Taiwan’s judicial system naturally
come from a very different background,
and may have a very different perspective. To those in the industry, it might
seem like common sense that certain
patterns of behavior are reasons for suspicion that trade-secret theft is taking
place. But law-enforcement officers
or prosecutors “may expect a level of
proof that from our point of view is
unreasonable,” says Fang. “That kind
of gap is something we’ve been working
very hard to close.”
Industry members say judges can
also be overly cautious in their handling
of proceedings. “Most judges don’t
understand that the impact of the theft
to the company could lead to the loss
of hundreds of jobs,” says one observer.
As a result, many judges are reluctant to
issue criminal penalties, especially when
the only physical object to be stolen was
a flash drive or a data set.
To help the industry better promote trade-secret protection, TSMC
and seven other companies in 2015
founded the Taiwan Association for
Trade Secret Protection, now chaired by
Fang. It has worked to improve tradesecret education by holding seminars to
communicate with legal authorities and
to spread knowledge of best practices.
Some companies have invited judges to
their production facilities to help familiarize them with their operations and
the critical nature of their trade secrets.
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TSMC, which started to devote
attention to the problem a full 20 years
ago, is widely regarded as having one
of Taiwan’s best trade-secret protection
systems. But the company still sees the
need to promote the concept of tradesecret protection more broadly within
Taiwan. “If everyone is more aligned in
Taiwan, then it will indirectly benefit
TSMC as it works with other companies,” says Fang. “We have a lot of
vendors as part of our supply chain,
and we also have a lot of customers.
If Taiwanese companies know how to
protect their trade secrets better, this
would benefit TSMC as well.”
A major frustration for those
affected by trade-secret piracy is that
overseas entities are usually beyond
the reach of Taiwanese prosecutors. If
violators have no physical presence in
Taiwan, victims must file complaints
in foreign jurisdictions. “But of course,
without political pressure of some kind,
China won’t prosecute those cases,”
says Stephen Drake of Micron.
The MJIB says it works with investigators in other countries on trade-secret

and their R&D investment is huge,”
says Fang, adding that the Chinese government has been quite responsive to
TSMC’s requests related to IP protection. “They still have a long way to
go, but they are starting to realize that
better protection of IP is also good for
Chinese companies.”
If Micron can win its cases in
Taiwan, Drake says, the next step will
be to attempt to prosecute offenders
under Chinese law. “China also has
a theft of trade secrets law, and we’d
like to see if the China government
will enforce that law and provide us,
as a member of China’s semiconductor
industry – which we are, we’ve been
there a number of years – the same benefits as they do domestic companies.”
“We’d like to give the China government an opportunity to do the right
thing,” he says.

cases, though it declined to provide
details. Taiwan’s relative diplomatic isolation may limit the cooperation that it
can expect in such cases. Drake notes,
however, that the U.S. Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) seeks to assist
American companies confronted by
major trade-secret theft. “In some cases
the FBI has investigatory tools that are
different from what the local authorities have, and in some of our cases the
MJIB and the FBI are actually working
together,” he says.
Nanya Technology’s Lee questions
whether efforts by Taiwan itself can
be sufficient. “This really needs international attention,” he says, urging
coordination among Taiwan, the United
States, South Korea, and perhaps even
China. “Otherwise all these efforts will
fail to have a bigger impact.”
In fact, while official cross-Strait
cooperation on this issue seems nonexistent at this point, TSMC’s Fang sees
encouraging signs that China may be
ready to address trade-secret issues on
its own. “Many Chinese companies are
actually leaders in their industry now,

— TOPICS thanks Richard Thurston
of Duane Morris LLP and Christine Chen of Winkler Partners for
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the ce ent in ustr an the
environ ent
The recent death of filmmaker Chi Bo-lin focused renewed attention on the ecological
consequences of cement production in Taiwan.

BY TIMOTHY FERRY

T

he death of celebrated documentary filmmaker Chi Bo-lin,
who was killed in a helicopter
crash on June 10 while filming his latest
movie, ignited a firestorm over the use
of land resources in Taiwan.
Chi won a Golden Horse Award,
Taiwan’s top prize for filmmakers, for
his 2013 documentary Beyond Beauty –
Taiwan from Above, which both lauded
the island’s scenic beauty and deplored
the destruction wrought on the environment in the cause of economic
development. The movie shocked the
viewing public with juxtaposed images
of stunning beauty – the sunlit peaks
of Jade Mountain and colorfully clad
farmers working in bright green rice
paddies – against those of horrifying
destruction, such as entire mountains
turned to rubble by cement quarries,
and rivers of black sewage flowing from
illegal factories.
Chi was unsparing in his criticism of
targets ranging from betelnut farmers
who plant the shallow-rooted trees on
slopes vulnerable to landslides to industrial firms that pollute the rivers and
air. He aimed particular venom at the
cement industry for its massive marble
mines that have left garbage-filled cra-

30

Celebrated filmmaker Chi Bo-lin helped raise
awareness of environmental issues in Taiwan.
PHOTO : WIKIP EDIA

ters in Taiwan’s otherwise majestic
mountains.
On his final trip in his Bell 206
light helicopter, he was in the vicinity
of Fengbin in Hualien County, within
kilometers of the Asia Cement Corporation’s mining and manufacturing site in
Sincheng Township, adjacent to Taroko
National Park. Only 10 days earlier he
had stated that the Sincheng mine had

been greatly expanded in the five years
since he had last filmed it.
Environmentalist organizations
including Citizens of Earth, Taiwan
(CET), already seething after the Ministry of Economic Affairs approved
an extension of Asia Cement’s mining
rights by 20 years, allowing it to
bypass an environmental impact assessment, started an online petition to
close down the mine. Before Chi’s
death, the petition had already gathered 40,000 signatures, but within days
following his crash the number surged
to 100,000. Conspiracy theorists even
pointed a finger at Asia Cement as
somehow tampering with the helicopter,
in the wild suggestion that Chi’s death
was actually an assassination.
The cause of the crash in fact
remains unknown, as the helicopter had
no known issues, the pilot was experienced, and the weather good. The
helicopter’s engine was built by Rolls
Royce in the United States, where it was
sent for analysis, and agents of the U.S.
National Transportation Safety Board
and the counterpart agency in Canada,
where the helicopter was made, came
to Taiwan to assist in the investigation
conducted by Taiwan’s Aviation Safety
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Asia Cement's Sincheng marble quarry. The company says that boring deep minimizes the quarry's environmental impact.
PHOTO : EDD JHONG

Council. Results of the investigation are
still pending.
Chi’s filmmaking and the controversy surrounding his death suddenly
thrust the cement industry into the
spotlight and raised provocative questions. Should Taiwan even have a
cement manufacturing industry, considering its small size and fragile
landscape? Wouldn’t the island and its
environment be better off importing
cement from other countries where the
ecology is less fraught?
Pan Cheng-cheng, formerly of CET
and now with the Environmental Protection Administration as an assistant
handling issues pertaining to air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions,
asserts that cement manufacture in
Taiwan needs to be curtailed “because
of the nature of the geography, the
population high density, and the insufficiently strict laws governing mining.”
She says that open pit marble mines, or
quarries, cause widespread devastation
to the environment by contributing to
landslides and flooding.
Cement is the binding agent in concrete, which is the world’s second most
widely consumed resource, behind only
water. First produced by the ancient
Romans, cement is manufactured from
limestone – or in Taiwan’s case, low-

quality marble (which is essentially
limestone that has been subjected to
intense heat and pressure) – heated at
high temperatures with other materials
such as clay. The resulting substance,
called clinker, is ground into a powder
to make “Portland cement,” which is
then mixed with aggregates such as
gravel and sand to become concrete,
the basis for so much of the world’s
structures.
Cement manufacturing is usually conducted near the source of the
limestone or marble, and also near to
where it will be used. Only around 3%
of the world’s cement is traded across
borders, as the low-value bulk commodity generally isn’t cost-effective to
ship, according to the World Cement
Association.

Historical background
Taiwan’s modern cement industry
dates back to the establishment of the
Taiwan Cement Corp., formed as a
state-owned company in 1946 and
privatized in 1951 under the leadership
of the Koo family. For decades it was
considered one of Taiwan’s blue-chip
companies. Asia Cement was formed
in 1957 as part of the giant Far Eastern
Group, and moved most of its produc-

tion from its original site in Hsinchu
to Taiwan’s east coast in 1973 at the
government’s urging. Currently, all of
Taiwan’s cement mines and more than
80% of the cement production are
located on the east coast. Production
facilities in the southern and western
regions of the island use clinker made in
the east.
Taiwan Cement and Asia Cement
produce all of Taiwan’s clinker and
most of Taiwan’s cement. Several other
c e me nt c ompanies ei t her produce
cement from clinker they buy from the
two major firms or import their cement.
In some cases, they deploy their capacity
for purposes other than cement manufacturing, such as waste incineration.
C e m e n t p r o d u c t i o n i n Ta i w a n
reached a peak of about 28 million
metric tons annually in the 1990s, but
recent production has been less than
half that amount – 12.1 million tons in
2016 – according to figures from the
Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA).
Essential as concrete is to modern
society, it comes at a high cost to the
environment. Besides the impact on
the local landscape, cement production adds to the problem of carbon
emissions, both indirectly from the loss
of forest and directly due to the energy-intensive nature of the process,
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which requires kilns to be fired at 1450
degrees Celsius. The production of a
ton of cement generates 400 kilograms
of emissions.
T h e s t a r t o f Ta i w a n ’s c e m e n t
industry also dates to the pre-democratic era when environment
considerations and local community
rights were given short shrift in the
quest to develop the economy. Most
mines predate modern regulations,
and only a fraction of mining capacity
in Taiwan has undergone an environmental impact assessment (EIA),
according to data from the EPA.
Asia Cement’s Sincheng mine occupies land for which indigenous people
had been granted usage rights. The
company says the aboriginal people
w e re dul y c o m p e n s a ted o v er fo u r
decades ago, but because due process
was not strictly followed, some of the
land rights remained in the hands of the
indigenous population. This dispute is
ongoing, but Asia Cement notes that
half of its workers are aboriginals.
Amendments to the Mining Act currently being considered would require
all new mines to undergo a thorough
32

EIA, but wouldn’t affect existing mines.
Just last March, Asia Cement’s Sincheng
mine was granted a further 20-year
extension of its mining rights, without
the need for an EIA.
“They mines should all have to pass
the EIA and also follow the rules that
were established since the mining companies started, for example land-use
laws,” says Pan, who was still with

err

the CET at the time she spoke with
TOPICS.
“If the law says that we need to
do an EIA, then we will do the EIA,”
responds Chang Tsu-pang, general plant
manager of the Sincheng plant.
Taiwan Cement’s three quarries
have all passed EIAs, according to
Chairman Nelson Chang. At its Heping
Cement Plant and Power Plant, Taiwan

PHOTO : EDD JHONG

Top, Taiwan Cement's pilot plant incorporating carbon capture technology. Below, Asia
Cement's Sincheng quarry has won international acclaim for its success in revegetation.
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Cement is also operating a carboncapture system invented by Taiwan’s
semi-public Industrial Technology
Research Institute. The process uses
algae to effectively fix carbon and as
a byproduct produces astaxanthin, a
high-value chemical with applications
in a variety of industries. The process is
still in the pilot stage, however.
“It could be scaled up,” says Nelson
Chang. “But the economics aren’t there
yet. It’s still too expensive.” The company is also seeking green sources of
energy to reduce its carbon footprint.
Asia Cement, meanwhile, touts its
intense efforts at “revegetation,” or
replanting the areas that have been
stripped by the mine.
A c e m e n t q u a r r y q u i t e l i t e rally removes all of the landscape –
including trees and topsoil, including
the minerals beneath. Asia Cement is
revegetating the ruined landscape with
the original soil and the plants that
once grew in it. In fact, the seeds that
sprout from the replaced soil are the
original seeds that were already in the
soil and have been dormant.
The process involves building terraces with some depth, filling them in
with the preserved original topsoil, and
loading that dirt with pig manure and
plants. Asia Cement has a crew of eight
full-time employees working on revegetation, including growing native plants
in a nursery, building the terraces, and
replanting them.
The results are impressive. Areas
of the mine that were stripped bare 20
years ago are now covered in lush forest
that under ordinary circumstances
would have taken 180-200 years to
reach that stage.

Combating erosion
Asia Cement also notes that it has
made huge efforts to manage water
runoff and erosion, and contends that
the village near its mine is actually less
at risk of landslides than others in the
area. Indeed, while much of the surrounding area was heavily flooded by
recent typhoons, the territory around
the Sincheng mine remained free of
flooding.
Cement makers in Taiwan say that
forcing the industry out of Taiwan

photo : ti oth
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Asia Cement's Sincheng quarry, top, and cement factory, below. While cement making disfigures the environment, importing cement only raises total carbon emissions.

would only push responsibility for
the environment onto other nations,
many of which – including Thailand,
Indonesia, and Vietnam – have lower
environmental standards. In addition,
shipping the cement back to Taiwan
would add to the industry’s overall
carbon footprint. Meanwhile, uncertain quality from exporting nations
would put Taiwan’s infrastructure at
risk, they argue.
Environmentalists say that they
don’t want to close down the entire
industry, recognizing its importance to
the economy. “People say that what we
want to eradicate the cement industry
in Taiwan, but we aren’t saying this,”
says Pan. “Our organization’s goal is
clear: we believe that the mining and
cement industry is workable, but only
for consumption within Taiwan and not
for export.”
Taiwan exported over 25% of the
cement it manufactured in 2016, at
lower prices than available in Taiwan,
but also imported another 12% during
that same period. The industry is highly

seasonal, and in heavy industries in
which equipment must be operated at a
certain level in order to reach economies
of scale, production must continue even
when demand is low. Further, storing
cement is tricky, as it reacts to humidity.
Exports allow manufacturers to maintain capacity utilization throughout the
year. Then when construction picks up
and demand outstrips supply, imports
are needed to fill the gap.
Asia Cement’s Chang Tzu-pang says
that while his company exports around
25% of its product, the company is
actively working on downsizing to
reduce this amount.
B o t h A s i a C e m e n t a n d Ta i w a n
Cement are building scale by investing
heavily in China. Taiwan Cement now
has 60 million tons of production
capacity in China, compared to only
11 million tons in Taiwan (of which it
currently uses less than eight million).
Asia Cement has 22.4 million tons of
production capacity in China, compared to little more than five million in
Taiwan
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FINTECH IN TAIWAN:
bi ban or s ow thaw
Taiwan aims to pursue financial technology innovation, but over-regulation continues to
block the needed experimentation and flexibility.

BY MARINA FINLEY

T

echnological advances are
increasingly transforming every
aspect of financial services, a
phenomenon that has given rise to the
term “fintech,” short for financial technology.
In Taiwan, the Financial Supervisory
Commission (FSC) in 2015 established
a Fintech Office to plan and promote
fintech development. Since taking office
in May 2016, the Tsai Ing-wen administration has announced additional
programs and committed significant
resources aimed at making Taiwan a
fintech hub.
34

Nonetheless, fintech is struggling
to gain a strong foothold in Taiwan,
as stringent regulatory controls and
oversight, as well as lack of smooth
coordination among government departments, often smother rather than foster
innovation. “To innovate, you have to
change things. If your laws are only
set to protect the status quo, then how
can you innovate?” asks Carl Wegner,
Director of Asia for technology company R3. “The government must have
the discipline and vision to overhaul the
old regulatory framework and supplant
it with a progressive, innovative system.

Taiwan’s future hinges on it.”
At its core, the purpose of fintech is
to enable the financial sector to serve
customers better. It is thus poised at
the intersection of finance and real-life
needs. “From ten – even five years ago
– to today, the way we interact with clients is dramatically different,” notes
Godwin Chang, Taiwan Country Head
of Société Générale. “Even in more traditional banking – for example, foreign
exchange and trading – a lot of banks
are now moving toward e-platforms, so
there’s no human intervention.”
As Chang explains: “A client sends
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a message into the system saying, ‘I
want a quote for this,’ and five or six
banks are able to provide it through
the system. Then the client just chooses
the pricing he wants. It becomes very
transparent. The negative side is that
the margins are much, much lower – it
becomes a matter of volume.”
Anthony Lin, CEO of Standard
Chartered Bank (Taiwan), reports that
50% of retail transactions with the
bank are now done digitally. “We support Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, and
Android Pay. This is what the client
wants, so we don’t hesitate to make the
commitment and investment.”
Lin observes that since the way clients shop and spend money is evolving
rapidly, financial institutions must put
the client at the center of whatever
they develop. “The world is not about
building a product and simply selling
it to the client. Now it’s about really
spending time to understand what your
client needs and building something
around that.”
In business development, “disruptive innovation” refers to technology
that creates new ways of doing business
within industries, changing established
market structures and value networks.
Just as Amazon disrupted the traditional brick-and-mortar bookseller
industry, Fintech is displacing and disintermediating traditional financial
institutions, networks, and services.
Fintech has set the clock ticking for
companies and developers around the
world, says Danny Lam, President &
CEO of Allianz Taiwan Life Insurance
Co. “Those who can adapt fastest will
be the winners. It’s very obvious that in
the digital world, the winner takes all.
Look at Apple. Their profits represent
94% of the whole smartphone market.
Google, Facebook, Amazon – they all
dominate. Even for life insurance, those
who move fastest and take the lead will
capture a lot.”
The impact of fintech can seem quite
paradoxical, notes Paulus Mok, CEO
of Citibank Taiwan Ltd., in that fintech innovation is fueled by a desire to
improve efficiency and the bottom line,
but at the same time it is all about the
client experience. “The concept of ‘fintech’ encompasses everything from a
retail client using her mobile phone to

open a credit card in an hour to a central bank developing digital currency
to streamline the wholesale payment
system by which wire transfers are
conducted,” says Mok. “Fintech is
transforming the nuts and bolts of the
most fundamental levels of the financial sector, as well as the interactions
between retail consumers and their
financial institutions.”

Thinking inside the sandbox
Since January, the implementation of a “regulatory sandbox” (a safe
space for innovation) has been an FSC
priority. This step would enable financial institutions and fintech developers
to test new products and services for a
months-long trial period during which
they would be relatively unconstrained
by the regulations ordinarily applied to
the financial sector.
The Executive Yuan approved a
draft of the regulatory sandbox law in
March, but the Legislative Yuan has
yet to enact the bill. A fintech company senior executive who preferred
to remain anonymous said he hasn’t
looked very deeply into the status of the
sandbox legislation in Taiwan since “I’d
rather spend time in countries where
the regulators are begging me to come
develop my products.”
Within the region, last year Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Thailand,
and Indonesia all established regulatory
sandbox laws for fintech.
Taiwan’s regulators should be more
receptive to innovation and can learn
a lot from China’s model, notes Allianz’s Lam. Currently, the principle of
regulation in Taiwan is ‘you can only
do what I say is allowed.’ China is the
opposite: ‘If I do not prohibit it, then
basically you can do it.’” The latter
approach encourages much more innovation, says Lam, adding that “creating
an environment that fosters innovation
is the only way for Taiwan to grow into
a financial hub.”
Because innovating in Taiwan is a
lengthy and convoluted process, foreign
companies are reluctant to invest the
resources needed to study how to enter
the market, Lam says. “Having a simple
approval system would encourage more
innovation.”

Companies and developers looking
to gain a foothold in the Asian fintech
market have so far flocked mainly to
Singapore and Hong Kong. With the
recent launch of its Asia Silicon Valley
Development Plan (ASVDP), Taiwan’s
National Development Council (NDC)
is looking to change that. The plan aims
to put Taiwan at the forefront of innovation and R&D relating to the Internet
of Things (IoT) and to optimize Taiwan’s entrepreneurship ecosystem.
IoT is the interconnection via the
internet of devices embedded with communications software and hardware,
processors, sensors and network connectivity, enabling them to send and
receive data without human-to-human
or human-to-device interaction. For
financial institutions that means new
opportunities for the collection and
protection of data. Fintech IoT applications that could add to consumer
convenience include ATM transactions
based on smartphones or smartwatches
rather than debit cards, or car insurance
rates geared to policyholders’ driving
behavior.
In Business Next Publishing’s 2016
Taiwan Startup Ecosystem survey, fundraising was cited as the largest challenge
facing entrepreneurs in this field, with
only 13.8% of those surveyed having
received venture capital funding.
President Tsai has highlighted the
development of different aspects of fintech, including artificial intelligence and
IoT, as priorities for her administration,
and the relevant ministries and departments are in the process of investing
billions of NT dollars into private and
public innovation platforms.
Part of the NDC’s ASVDP strategy
is to build a complete IoT supply chain
by incorporating Taiwan’s hardware
advantages into software applications.
In 2015, Taiwan held a 3.8% global
IoT market share. The NDC projects
that by 2025 the share will rise to 5%.

Robo-advisory and blockchain
“Among the many things to watch
for in the field of fintech are blockchain and robo-advisory,” observes
Cynthia Chan, Chief Country Officer
of Deutsche Bank AG Taiwan. “Cooperation between regulatory authorities
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At the 2017 FinTechBase Festival in Taipei,
new systems were shown for facilitating
mobile payments.
PHOTO : CNA

and financial institutions is needed so
that supervisory and security measures
can be enhanced” through these technologies.
“Robo-advisors” provide digital financial advice with moderate or
minimal human intervention, instead
using algorithms to build and manage
portfolios. Because these low-fee platforms offer substantial scalability
and cost efficiency, robo-advisory targets investor bases largely untapped
by wealth advisory services, including
those whose net worth is below the
threshold to qualify for private financial
advising.
In early August, the FSC relaxed
regulations to permit robo-advisors
to automatically rebalance a client’s
portfolio if the return on a specific
underlying asset or a client’s entire portfolio deviates from his or her chosen
benchmark. The client must have given
prior agreement for such automatic
adjustment, and must be informed
immediately following rebalancing.
Within about a month after Taipeibased O-Bank (formerly the Industrial
Bank of Taiwan) launched its robo-advisory platform on July 10, the service
had drawn over 600 clients and NT$14
million in managed assets, all invested
in mutual funds.
An example of blockchain or shared
ledger technology is Corda, a platform
36

released in November 2016 by global
tech company R3 to function as a new
operating system for financial markets.
The R3 “consortium” is a collaboration with 80 of the world’s largest
financial institutions and 12 governments. By serving as a universal “app
store” on which financial institutions,
central banks, and government regulators can interact securely, Corda is
radically transforming the financial
ecosystem.
“When the consortium first began
in 2015, the 40-plus banks were mostly
European and American,” notes R3’s
Wegner. In 2016, most of the banks that
joined were Asian, so now it’s almost
perfectly split as one-third European,
one-third American, and one-third
Asian banks.”
He notes that “we’re working with
five central banks in Asia to do projects like developing digital currency and
preparing their financial system to incorporate the Corda platform.” In Taiwan,
CTBC (formerly Chinatrust) is a member
of the consortium, and other institutions
are being approached to join.
Wegner cites some key challenges
that must be confronted for Taiwan
to excel in fintech innovation. “In
Taiwan, banking is not consolidated,”
he observes. “You have 70-something
banks, unlike the consolidated markets
of Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, and

Japan where three, four, or five institutions are the main banks.”
There is also considerable disparity
in the degree of sophistication among
the financial institutions, and that
gap makes it difficult to adopt fintech
throughout the banking system.
“The international banks and biggest local banks are at the top rank, but
some of the smaller credit cooperatives
and other institutions are not at the
same level of understanding.”
While Singapore and Hong Kong
have been revising their regulations to
support fintech, Taiwan has been slow
to do so because the regulatory mindset
is to protect the weakest companies,
says Wegner. “In Singapore, the government is throwing money at the market.
Is that the way to solve the problem and
become a global leader? Maybe, maybe
not. But you end up building an ecosystem of people who want to be there.
Hong Kong is trying to do that without
giving money.
“For Taiwan to just say ‘We have
fintech’ is not going to convince companies to come here.”
In fact, he notes, Taiwan could
be quite competitive with Singapore
or Hong Kong in terms of market
size and understanding of the China
market. “For Taiwan to become a fintech hub, the government must create
a clear, comprehensive fintech strategy
that opens up the market to encourage
developers to do their innovation,
R&D, and entrepreneurship here.
Taiwan could catch up, but regulatory
reform will be essential.”
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taiwan scores bi as
universia e host

Participants and the organizer were impressed with the warm reception and efficient
organization they found here.
BY CHRIS HORTON
P H O T O S BY TA I PEI UNI V ER SI A DE O R G A NI Z I NG C O MMI T T EE

T

aiwan excels in hospitality, as
anyone who has visited or lived
in the country knows. Being
a good host to guests from abroad,
whether they’re Taroko-bound tourists or delegates to a biotech conference,
seems to be hard-wired into the DNA of
most Taiwanese.
Efforts by China to isolate Taiwan
in the global arena, including exclusion from the United Nations and other
international organizations, may not
be the source of the country’s hospitality, but it certainly seems to add to a
sense of gratitude to all who visit. That
visitors return home speaking of the
charms of one of East Asia’s less-fre-

quented destinations is a source of pride
for many Taiwanese.
Given that background, it’s difficult to overstate the significance of the
Taipei Universiade that Taiwan hosted
August 19-30. More than 10,000 delegates from around the globe descended
upon northern Taiwan for two weeks
for the largest event the country has
ever held. Even before the closing ceremony on August 30, there was no
doubt that Taiwan had passed the Universiade test with flying colors. Athletes,
spectators, volunteers, the media, and
the International University Sports Federation (FISU), which organizes the
event, were all enthusiastic about the

level of quality.
“From an organizational point of
view, it’s been fantastic,” said Eric
Saintrond, FISU Secretary General
and CEO. He told Taiwan Business
TOPICS that the 2017 Taipei Universiade exceeded his expectations in
virtually every way – and he’s seen a
lot of Universiades. The Taipei Universiade was Saintrond’s 32nd for FISU,
including 16 summer games and 16
winter games.
The organizers held meetings every
morning at the Grand Hyatt Taipei,
which served as FISU’s operational headquarters, to discuss performance from
a variety of perspectives, he said. Other
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Above, Taiwan’s bronze-medal-winning 100-meter relay team. Below, support for team USA.
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than a few minor complaints in the first
two days regarding transportation and
food & beverage issues, the operational
performance of the 29th Summer Universiade was “perfect,” he said.
Speaking at the Taipei Universiade’s closing ceremony, FISU President
Oleg Matytsin told a packed Taipei Stadium: “Our student athletes came here
to Taipei from all over the world. And
when they came to train and compete,
they found excellent conditions for
sport.”
“The best performances happen
when there is a crowd filled with passion to lift up the athletes,” Matytsin
said. “That is exactly what FISU found
for every sport in Taipei. The crowds
had a great knowledge of sport. They
made so much noise for the athlete in
first place. And they made the same
noise for the athlete in last place.”
Other FISU staff that spoke with
TOPICS noted the surprising number
of Taiwanese spectators who stuck
around for the medal ceremonies, often
well after the end of competitions, even
when Taiwanese athletes were not on
the podium.
Of the numerous events that this
reporter attended, not only was there
a striking number of spectators in the
stands – most events were filled to
capacity or close to it – but the energy
with which they cheered all athletes,
even those competing against Taiwanese
athletes, was equally noteworthy.
The end result was a high level of
competition that produced two world
records and 36 Universiade records.
But what may have been the biggest surprise, for both Taiwanese and
international spectators, was the performance of Taiwanese athletes.
By the end of competition, Team
Taiwan – forced under International
Olympic Committee (IOC) rules to
compete under the name “Chinese
Taipei” – had placed third in the medal
count, with 26 gold, 34 silver, and 30
bronze. Only Japan, which is preparing
to host the 2020 Summer Olympic
Games, and South Korea finished with
more medals than Taiwan, and only
by slight margins. Few people were
expecting Taiwan to win more medals
than the United States or the Russian
Federation, who finished fourth and
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fifth respectively, but that’s exactly what
happened.
The Taiwanese medalists, many of
whom are likely to represent Taiwan
in Tokyo in 2020, instantly became
homegrown heroes. Among them is
weightlifter Kuo Hsing-chun, who
broke a decade-old world record in the
women’s 58-kilogram clean and jerk,
and Cheng Chao-tsun, who won gold
in the men’s javelin, defeating expected
victor Andreas Hofmann of Germany
in dramatic fashion. Hofmann was one
of several athletes who became social
media celebrities in Taiwan during the
12 days of competition.
“It was crazy,” said Hofmann at the
Taipei Universiade’s final press conference. “The competition, the result, and
the experience I had competing here
were great, just great.”

Early uncertainties
In retrospect it might seem easy to
say that of course Taiwan would be an
excellent Universiade host. But there
were plenty of concerns before the start
of the competition, including the status
of ticket sales, which several news outlets were reporting as dismal. One
reason for the slow sales might have
been the somewhat delayed posting of
event schedules online.
Another source of worry was the
massive power outage that occurred on
August 15, only four days before the
opening ceremony. Taiwan’s power grid

had been nearly maxed out for weeks
amid a major heat wave. Would an
energy-intensive event spread across 14
venues in four cities be able to go off
without a hitch?
Then, of course, there was the incident at Taipei Stadium on August 19 in
which anti-pension-reform activists disrupted the parade of athlete delegations
into the stadium for the opening ceremony with a fracas that involved the
detonation of a smoke bomb and the
assault of a police officer. The question
arose of whether Taiwan has what it
takes to maintain safety for athletes and
spectators.
All of these uncertainties were
quickly put to rest. When the parade
of delegates into the opening ceremony
resumed – after attendees had waited
patiently for half an hour – the ensuing
rousing performance that highlighted
Taiwan’s unique origins and culture
mesmerized the audience in the stadium, as well as the countless people
around the country watching the televised broadcast.
Worries about ticket sales quickly
evaporated. Perhaps many people had
simply been waiting to make informed
decisions about which events to attend.
After all, getting a ticket was as easy as
going to the closest 7-Eleven and purchasing via Ibon. For others it may have
been the realization that the Universiade
was indeed the biggest international
event that Taiwan has ever hosted,
worth their attending to help present

U.S. baseball team starting pitcher Sammy
Lizarraga.

the best face possible to the world.
There may even have been spectators
who wanted to make up for the poor
behavior of the protestors who interrupted the opening ceremony.
Regardless, in the end the total
number of tickets sold exceeded
700,000, far eclipsing the expectations
of the Taipei city government, which
co-organized the Universiade with
FISU. You Shih-Ming, the city’s deputy
finance commissioner and deputy CEO
of Taipei’s Universiade Organizing
Committee, said that the ticket revenue came to NT$140 million, more
than double the initial target of NT$67
million. According to FISU, more than
US$1 million worth of merchandising,
much of it featuring the games’ mascot
Bravo the Bear, was sold at stalls outside of competition venues.
In addition to ticket and merchandise sales, the influx of visitors from
abroad provided knock-on benefits to
Taiwan’s economy. Many of the athletes
and their relatives and supporters traveled around the country before or after
the games, spending money at hotels,
restaurants, and, yes, night markets.

Soft power dividend

Weightlifter Kuo Hsing-chun of Taiwan took the gold medal and set a world record in the
women’s 58-kg clean and jerk competition.

When weighing the benefits of
the Universiade to Taiwan, it is also
worthwhile to look at non-economic
considerations. Due to the country’s
complicated international status, many
people who have never been here may
believe it to be a Chinese territory.
Through the Universiade, not only did
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more than 10,000 people get a firsthand look at Taiwan, but they shared
their experiences with friends, family,
and even strangers via social media.
Visiting Taiwan from New Jersey
with friends to support the French
baseball team, Jennifer Hutchinson said
she was highly impressed with the facilities and athletes village at this year’s
Universiade. Even more impressive, she
said, was the friendliness and hospitality of the Taiwanese people – some
of whom became friends with her and
her entourage after France’s comefrom-behind victory against Taiwan at
Tienmu Stadium.
“I never would have imagined the
Taiwanese people to be so incredibly
warm and welcoming,” Hutchinson
said. “I’d always thought of Prague as
the most hospitable city I’d ever been
to, but Taipei has unequivocally surpassed it and all others.”
After returning to the United States,
Hutchinson said she found herself in
New York City the same weekend as
a march in support of Taiwan’s independence and inclusion in the United
Nations. She joined the march for a few
blocks and spoke with Taiwanese participants in what she described as a
“heartwarming follow-up” to her trip.
Ta i w a n e v i d e n t l y m a d e a d e e p
impression on athletes and other delegates as well. One of the most visible
examples was when Argentinian athletes carried a Republic of China flag
as they entered Taipei Stadium for the
closing ceremony. The gesture drew a
warm response from the crowd – but an
40

official reprimand afterward from FISU
for violating IOC protocol.
Matt Painter, head coach of the
Purdue University men’s basketball
team, which represented the United
States and won a silver medal in Taipei,
posted a personal message of thanks to
the people of Taipei on Twitter. “You
treated every visitor and athlete that visited your great city with a tremendous
amount of respect, while taking pride
in everything you did,” Painter wrote.
“It was an incredible experience for our
team. We will remember this trip for
a long time, and the bond we created
with your great city.”
Aside from athlete delegations and
supporters, journalists from around the
world also attended the Taipei Universiade. The media attention also carried
obvious benefits for Taiwan, which
often suffers from foreign news reports
parroting Beijing’s view of the island.
“Overall the experience was great,”
said Montreal-based sports journalist
Salim Valji who was visiting Taiwan
– and Asia – for the first time. “The volunteers were extremely friendly, the
games felt like a first-class experience,
and it was nice to see the city embrace
the event for the two weeks.”
Valji said the high degree of visibility
of the Universiade everywhere he went
was especially impressive. “A couple of
times, I picked random train stations to
hop off at, and there were often signs
promoting events,” he said. “Even at a
couple of bars that I went to, the Games
were on the TV.”
When Taipei was awarded the 2017

Summer Universiade hosting rights in
2011, it had already unsuccessfully
applied to host the event four times
before. One of the factors that helped
push it past Brasilia this time was tacit
support from China, which presumably sought to reward then-president
Ma Ying-jeou for embracing the “One
China principle.”
Given that president Tsai Ing-wen
appears unlikely to yield to Chinese
demands that Taiwan consider itself
part of “one China,” the odds of Beijing
supporting Taiwan to host similar international events in the future are likely
close to nil, at least during the current
administration.
However, the genie may be out of
the bottle. China is influential, yes, but
despite its limited participation in this
year’s Summer Universiade – it sent
individuals but not teams – everyone
involved seemed to view the games as
a success. “In Taipei, the competition
management was some of the best I’ve
ever seen,” FISU president Matytsin said
at the games’ final press conference.
FISU was not the only major
sporting association represented at the
Taipei Universiade. Five IOC members
attended the games, as did NCAA President Mark Emmert, who also spoke at
the FISU World Conference.
Matytsin noted that the Universiade
aside, FISU also hosts world championships in many individual sports. He
appeared upbeat when discussing the
possibility of a FISU return to Taipei in
the coming years. “I see a very promising future,” he said.
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Looking for New
Opportunities
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TAIWAN SEES BIG POTENTIAL
IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
But capturing the possibilities will require a
difficult shift in focus from hardware and assembly
to software, plus a change in regulatory mindset.

BY MATTHEW FULCO
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ong before there was Facebook, YouTube, or Instagram,
Taiwan had an active social
network of its own: the PTT bulletin
board system (BBS). National Taiwan
University student Ethan Tu founded
PTT in 1995 as an open forum for
online discussion, and it quickly
became Taiwan’s most popular social
network, attracting millions of users.
Today, PTT looks dated, like a
relic from the era of dial-up internet
connections. But 22 years ago, the
concept of a social network for Chinese speakers to discuss everything
from politics to the weather was
fresh. Why didn’t PTT commercialize?
“We didn’t think software could
be a business,” Tu told Taiwan Business TOPICS in an interview. “It’s
b e e n a p r o b l e m f o r Ta i w a n f o r
years.”
Entrenched hardware makers
have held the technology industry
captive here as software companies
have conquered the world. Firms
like Google and China’s Alibaba are
now poised to take the lead in the
emerging field of artificial intelligence
(AI). Taiwan has no software company of that caliber.
But the industry is so new that

Taiwan still has ample room to capture market share. “AI at this point is
like the internet in 1995,” Tu says.
After working for a decade in the
United States, including for several
years at Microsoft, Tu returned home
in April to serve as the head of the
newly established Taiwan AI Labs.
“Taiwan has lots of AI talent, but
some of the best engineers have either
been pulled into hardware or have
left the country,” Tu says.
AI Labs intends to provide Taiwan’s software engineers with a
proper outlet for their talents at home,
Tu says. He notes that Taiwanese
software engineers helped create
Microsoft’s Cortana Intelligence Suite
AI software. And in a ranking last
year of the AI capabilities of universities in Asia, NTU placed first.
The lab plans to approach issues
in AI development from the bottom
up. It will collect user experiences and
data, create applications, and publish
its research. AI Labs plans to carve
out a niche for itself in under-served
AI areas, Tu says.
Industry observers expect AI to
surge over the next decade. Research
firm Research and Markets forecasts global AI revenue to grow from
US$643.7 million in 2016 to US$38.8
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billion by 2025. Businesses able to apply
AI effectively could boost profitability by
38% by 2035, according to a June report
by Accenture.
To c a p t u r e t h o s e o p p o r t u n i t i e s ,
Taiwan should anchor AI development
on its existing strengths, such as semiconductor manufacturing, says Stephen
Su, general director of the Industrial Economics and Knowledge Center (IEK) at
the Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI).
In August, the Ministry of Science and
Technology (MOST) announced that it
would invest NT$4 billion (US$131.7
million) in the IC industry over the next
four years, focusing on AI applications.
“With many international brands having
entered AI development, the industry is
expected to boost demand for efficient
computing and energy-efficient ICs,”
MOST Minister Chen Liang-gee was
quoted as saying by the Central News
Agency (CNA).
In total, the government has allocated NT$16 billion (US$528.7 million)
over the next five years to develop an
“AI innovation ecosystem” in Taiwan,
according to an August press release

from the Executive Yuan. Projects slated
for completion by year-end include the
launch of an AI innovative research
center as well as AI Robot Maker Space
facilities at the Central Taiwan Science
Park and Southern Taiwan Science Park.
Taiwan is also eyeing the autonomous
vehicles segment. In September 2016,
ITRI announced it would partner with
U.S. chipmaker Nvidia to develop driverless car solutions. ITRI is contributing
image sensors and deep-learning technology to the project. Deep-learning
software acts like an electronic version
of the neocortex – the part of the brain
responsible for cognition, language, sensory perceptions, spatial reasoning, and
initiating motor commands. “The software learns, in a very real sense, to
recognize patterns in digital representations of sounds, images, and other
data,” according to the MIT Technology
Review.
ITRI’s autonomous vehicle prototype can already drive fixed routes. The
vehicle has been tested at slow speeds
on routes taken by shuttles within recreational areas and by patrol cars near
high-speed railway and subway stations.

ITRI and Nvidia aim to eventually deploy
AI-powered self-driving shuttles at Taiwan’s airports and train stations.
Meanwhile, under the Asia Silicon
Valley Development Plan (ASVDP), the
government will focus heavily on autonomous vehicles next year, including
assembling a “national autonomous
vehicle development team,” according to
a September report in DigiTimes.

Rising stars
Thus far, the most exciting developments in Taiwan’s AI field have not
come from large tech firms or the government. Instead, a few startups are leading
the way. That’s unusual for this market,
where neither traditional industry nor
government policy has tended to be
friendly to tech upstarts.
It helps if the startup does not compete directly with local heavyweights and
focuses primarily on the global market.
That’s been a successful strategy for AI
platform developer Appier, which serves
roughly 1,000 global customers and has
offices in 12 countries across Asia. In
August, Appier announced it had received
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a Series C investment of US$33 million from a consortium including Japan’s
SoftBank and Line, Korea’s Naver, Singapore’s EDBI, and Hong Kong’s AMTD
Group. Appier has now received overall
investment of US$82 million.
“Appier is a leading AI startup in
Asia,” says Jamie Lin, founder of the Taipei-based accelerator AppWorks. “They
build highly accurate AI models that predict consumer behavior, so companies
[that use Appier’s services] know which
ads to target consumers with across different devices.”
Appier did not respond to a request
by Taiwan Business TOPICS for an interview. But in an August press release,
the company says that its first product,
the CrossX Programmatic Platform,
“brought AI into digital marketing.” Its
second product, Aixon, is the data intelligence platform to which Lin referred.
Appier says that its revenues have doubled since it completed Series B2 funding
last November.
“Appier has enabled a growing
number of brands to develop consumer-adaptive marketing solutions for the
digitally savvy Asian market,” said Chu
Swee Yeok, CEO and President of EDBI,
in the press release. “Appier’s development activities also synergize well with
Singapore’s AI.SG initiative to power,
build and augment the local AI capabilities and ecosystem.”
Meanwhile, Umbo Computer Vision
(CV) is applying AI technology in surveillance cameras, a segment where Taiwan
has long been competitive. In April 2016,
the company raised US$2.8 million in a
seed round of funding led by AppWorks.
Other investors included the Taipeibased VC firm Mesh Ventures and the
Taiwanese manufacturers Wistron and
Phison.
Founded in 2014, Umbo CV has
shipped its system, which includes surveillance cameras and a cloud-based
platform, to clients in the United States,
Europe, and Middle East. The system has
been in mass production for over a year.
Umbo CV’s technology is a quintessential example of how AI can assist
humans, rather than replace them, says
AppWorks’ Lin. “If you think about security cameras for a large building, and all
the angles they display, it’s difficult for
a person to constantly watch all of the
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scenes. The cameras serve more to record
crimes or accidents than prevent them
from happening,” he says. “Umbo CV’s
AI-powered cameras can prevent something bad from happening by detecting
risks and then alerting the security guard
on duty.”
A March 2016 report by TechCrunch
pointed out that the Taiwanese startup
would compete with deep-pocketed hardware manufacturers such as China’s
Huawei and the U.S.’s Seagate. Umbo
CV’s leadership says the company can
distinguish itself by using AI technology
to scan images from multiple security
cameras for abnormalities instead of
relying on geometric models that focus on
specific shapes (such as a person with a
gun), the report said.

Changing a mindset
Although Taiwan’s progress in AI is
laudable, and businesspeople and policymakers alike have a sense of urgency
about embracing this technology, regulatory issues have the potential to stall
Taiwan’s AI ascent if government officials
do not face them squarely.
For instance, Taiwan’s Personal Information Act defines medical records,
health-examination information (a separate category), and genetic information
as “sensitive information.” The law stipulates that such data cannot be used for
research purposes without receiving consent from the people involved, who must
appear in person and give their written
agreement.
I n a n e m a i l t o Ta i w a n B u s i n e s s
TOPICS, John Eastwood, a partner at
the Taipei law firm Eiger, notes that there
are exceptions to this rule for research
institutions working on medical or public
health issues. However, “the disclosure of
information cannot be sufficient to identify the specific person, so identifying
information would need to be stripped
out of any data transmitted for research
use,” he says. “The last thing anybody
would want is for somebody in a medical-school or conference environment to
suddenly shout: ‘Wait a second – that’s
my dad you’re talking about!’”
There are ways to protect a patient's
identity and still use the data for medical-research purposes, Eastwood says.
For instance, a patient’s age might be rele-

vant but the exact birthdate would not be
important.
“From the AI standpoint, you have an
opportunity to have greater efficiency and
an opportunity to remove human eyes
from the review and removal of identifying information. However, you have
a risk that the AI will get it wrong and
transmit personal identifying information,” he says.
Thus far, hospitals have been hesitant to risk disclosing patients’ personal
information. Failing to tap the data for
research purposes could have serious
implications for Taiwan’s progress in
both AI and medicine. For example,
under the current law, if a Taiwanese
company were to develop AI imagerecognition technology able to more
accurately detect malignancies than the
human eye, researchers would not have
easy access to the data of Taiwanese
patients to test the technology. They
could request that patients appear in
person to provide written consent, but it’s
possible some would refuse.
Because of genetic similarities among
populations in East Asia, the Taiwan
data would be widely applicable across
the region. If the data could be freed up
for research use, Taiwan would therefore have a large potential market for AI
healthcare solutions.
“There is a need for deregulation so
that we can use the data,” says IEK’s Su.
“We need to recognize that if we don’t
move on this, others will.” He points out
that Alibaba, the Chinese internet giant,
is moving aggressively into AI healthcare. Last year the Hangzhou-based
company invested US$35 million in a
medical-imaging venture, and earlier this
year its cloud-computing unit launched
a suite of AI solutions for hospital use.
Alibaba is also partnering with the Beijing Geonomics Institute in a project that
uses deep-learning technology to identify
lung cancer.
Another obstacle in the path of AI’s
progress in Taiwan is the short shrift
traditionally accorded to software development in this market. Jing Bing Zhang,
the Singapore-based research director
at International Data Corp. (IDC) and
a robotics expert, says that it will take
a great effort to overcome Taiwan’s
weakness in software. While acknowledging that Taiwan has some successful
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AI startups, he says that on the whole
“Taiwan is lagging behind in AI development because of the focus of its
companies on hardware and assembly.”
Will Taiwanese manufacturers, known
for their focus on short-term profits, be
willing to bet on unproven AI solutions?
Given the fledgling state of the industry,
“the risk is high that many AI companies
will die,” Zhang says.
As a result, more government support could make a crucial difference
in Taiwan’s AI prospects, say industry
observers. “The Taiwan government has

become more proactive in its support
of AI, but it’s not investing as much as
other countries,” observes AI Labs’ Tu.
For example, the South Korean government announced nearly US$850 million
in funding for AI in March 2016, nearly
US$300 million more than Taiwan’s initiative. And in July, The New York Times
reported that China is preparing a multibillion dollar AI investment plan.
Paramount to Taiwan’s prospects in
AI will be the willingness of the technology industry to change its traditional
way of thinking, Tu says. “We can’t rely

on OEMs and ODMs forever – we need
to have a software mindset instead.”
That won’t be easy, but Tu has reason
for optimism. Soon after launching AI
Labs, he received thousands of resumes
from interested candidates. Applicants
were evenly divided among fresh graduates, returnees from overseas, and former
employees of contract electronics manufacturers.
“People are genuinely excited” to
work for an AI research organization in
Taiwan, says Tu. “They never thought
they would have this opportunity here.”

TAIWAN REMAINS AT THE CORE OF
APPLE’S SUPPLY CHAIN
With the U.S. tech giant ready to launch three iPhone models
this year, Taiwanese suppliers and transporters expect a big
boost in business.

BY MATTHEW FULCO

T

The brand is Apple’s, but there’s a lot of Taiwan content in the iPhone and iPad.
PHOTO : MATTHEW FULCO

he Taiwan technology sector is
often criticized for lacking viable
brands. In the consumer electronics category, the number of big names
can be counted on one hand, and these
companies have generally been struggling
ever since the PC era began to wane.
Pundits – analysts, bureaucrats, academics, and especially journalists – often
urge Taiwanese tech firms to invest more
in brand building. It’s costly, they concede, but it’s the best way to develop
higher value products.
The alternative is acquiescing to permanent razor-thin margins as a contract
electronics manufacturer. For the many
Taiwanese manufacturers in Apple’s
supply chain, however, that option is
working out just fine. It can be a tumul-
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The newly opened Apple Store inside the Taipei 101 Mall boosts the company’s retail presence in this market.
PHOTO : MATTHEW FULCO

tuous ride at times – Apple negotiates
fiercely on price – but the payoff is big.
In July, ahead of the much-hyped iPhone
8 release, nine Apple suppliers in Taiwan
on Nikkei Asian Review’s watchlist
posted a 9.7% increase in revenue compared to a year earlier.
Five of the companies recorded double-digit annual growth: TPK Holding,
which makes the iPhone’s 3-D touch
function (with 29% growth); Apple
casing maker Catcher Technology (24%);
iPad assembler Compal (23.8%); MacBook and Apple Watch manufacturer
Quanta (19%); and iPhone assembler
Pegatron (13.8%).
Hon Hai Precision Electronics Co.
(better known as Foxconn), the primary
iPhone assembler, posted a 7.5% annual
increase in revenue in July. Foxconn is
responsible for 70% of iPhone assembly,
while Pegatron handles 25% and the
final 5% is the responsibility of Wistron,
according to research firm International
Data Corp. (IDC).
“The reason Taiwanese contract manufacturers continue to dominate Apple’s
supply chain is that they provide 100%
EMS [electronics manufacturing services]
to Apple and they are equipped with
international-grade production and logistics capabilities,” says Aaron Lin, a senior
analyst at the Market Intelligence &
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Consulting Institute (MIC), a semi-governmental research house.
Apple and its Taiwanese partners
have also found a common rival in South
Korea’s Samsung, resulting in deepening cooperation in everything from
integrated circuits to flash memory and
display panels. Apple competes directly
with Samsung in consumer electronics,
which is reason enough for it to look for
alternative component suppliers. Unlike
Samsung, “Taiwanese ODMs and OEMs
have no conflicts of interest with Apple,”
explains Sean Kao, a smartphone analyst
in IDC’s Taiwan office.
Samsung is a key supplier of OLED
[organic light-emitting diode] panels for
the iPhone X, but Apple is moving to
reduce reliance on Samsung for future
handset models. In July, Korea’s ET News
reported that Apple had purchased chemical vapor deposition (CVD) machines
from Korea-based Sunic System to build
a 2.5G OLED panel line as part of a plan
to develop related technology and products in Taiwan.
“Apple might be building a trial production line here but not the capacity to
churn out OLED panels in significant volumes,” says Boyce Fan, research director
of Witsview, a division of research firm
TrendForce. “If Apple intends to establish a trial OLED line in Taiwan, the

company probably wants to draw on
resources from the complete display
supply chain in East Asia. Another possible reason is that Apple could be
expanding its existing laboratory facility
located here.”
Apple currently does not have a
Taiwan-based supply partner for the
production of displays used in its
devices, he adds.

Chips off the old block
For their part, the Taiwanese vie
fiercely with Samsung as contract electronics makers. As the South Korean
chaebol has made inroads into their core
businesses, the Taiwanese have accused it
of trying to undermine the island’s technology industry. A 2013 cover story
about Samsung in the Chinese-language
Business Next magazine was entitled
“Kill Taiwan.”
Among Taiwanese contract electronics
makers, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC) competes most
aggressively with Samsung. “When it
comes to selecting a processor supplier,
Apple always picks those that have the
most state-of-the-art manufacturing process. So it’s not at all surprising that TSMC
and Samsung are on its list,” says Huang
Shi-zong, an industry analyst at MIC.
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In recent years, TSMC has edged out
Samsung for Apple’s processor orders.
The reason can be traced back to an
incident that occurred when Apple outsourced its A9 chip orders for the iPhone
6S to both Samsung and TSMC. The efficiency and performance of TSMC’s A9
chips made with 16-nanometer process
technology was somewhat better than
Samsung-made A9 chips using the 14-nm
process, Huang notes.
Since then, Apple has decided to outsource all of its A10 (iPhone 7 and iPhone
7 Plus) and A11 (iPhone 8, 8 Plus and X)
chip orders to TSMC. TSMC’s fan-out
packaging (INFO) process – it boosts performance and reduces chip thickness –
used on the A10 and A11 processors is
one to two years ahead of Samsung’s,
observes Andrew Lu, a Taipei-based independent semiconductor analyst.
“Samsung is trying very hard to win
back some orders” [from Apple] for the
A12 processor to be used in future-generation iPhones, Lu says. He says that
the South Korean firm may be able to
offer Apple a package of components
including processors, OLED panels, and
memory chips.
While ties between Apple and TSMC
appear to be solid, financial considerations weigh heaviest on the relationship.
“Apple always wants a second source so
that it can ask the first source to lower
prices. Nothing will last forever if TSMC
cannot keep Apple happy,” Lu says.
At the same time, earning 20% of its
revenue from Apple makes TSMC “a
bit too dependent” on the Cupertino,
California-based company, he observes.
Disappointing iPhone sales caused
TSMC’s sales to fall on a seasonal basis
in both the first and second quarters of
the year. Sales in the quarter that ended
March 2017 fell 14.9% to NT$56.9
billion (US$1.9 billion), the lowest in
three years.
Still, having lost several Qualcomm
chip orders to Samsung (although not the
recent 7nm chip), “TSMC will try its best
to secure Apple’s future orders,” Lu says.

total of 36 Taiwanese manufacturers are
involved in Apple’s newest handset, a
figure similar to years past. Since Apple
will launch three iPhone models this
year, including the US$999 iPhone X (its
priciest smartphone to date), the shipments of the firm’s Taiwanese suppliers
should receive “a meaningful boost,”
says MIC’s Huang.
TrendForce reckons that the global
production volume of iPhone devices
(including all previous models) for 2017
will total around 227.5 million units, representing an annual increase of 5.6%.
Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n c o m p a n i e s a l s o
stand to benefit. In an August report,
Bloomberg noted that ahead of the new
iPhone’s release, China Airlines stock
gained more than US$4 billion in market
value over an eight-day period, beating
most other members of MSCI Inc.’s Asian
benchmark. The stocks of Eva Airways
and Evergreen Marine Corp. also performed unusually well.
A few variables could have a major
impact on the future participation of
Taiwanese manufacturers in the Apple
supply chain. One is the push by U.S.
President Donald Trump to encourage
more domestic manufacturing. On the
campaign trail last year at Liberty Univ e r s i t y, Tr u m p a t t a c k e d A p p l e f o r
outsourcing its production. “We’re going
to get Apple to build their damn computers and things in this country instead
of other countries,” he said. In July,
Trump said that Apple CEO Tim Cook

had agreed to build “three big, beautiful
plants” in the United States.
If Apple moves some production
back to the United States, “of course,
the three major Taiwanese assembly service providers [Foxconn, Pegatron, and
Wistron] would be affected the most as
they would face enormous pressure to
relocate production lines to the U.S.,”
says MIC’s Huang. But if they can boost
automation to reduce production costs,
that may prevent margins from further
contracting.
Under Trump’s new “Buy American,
Hire American” executive order, components are most likely to be shipped to
the United States in SKD (semi-knocked
down) condition. In order to induce
high-end component production lines
to move to the United States, the U.S.
government would likely have to offer
additional manufacturing tax breaks
for utilities such as water and electricity
that are used directly and exclusively
to produce components. “Though the
chance is there, moving the entire downstream industry supply chain to the
U.S. is still very difficult and unlikely,”
Huang says.
Foxconn recently announced it would
build a multibillion-dollar plant in Wisconsin, which would be the first outside
of Asia to produce liquid-crystal display
(LCD) panels. Under a bill proposed by
the state senate, Foxconn would receive
US$2.85 billion in cash subsidies over 15
years on the condition that the company

Steady as she goes
Analysts say that Taiwan’s participation in the new iPhone should bolster
the bottom lines of a slew of manufacturers in the second half of the year. A

Young people in Taiwan continue to show an avid interest in Apple products.
PHOTO : MATTHEW FULCO
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invests US$10 billion in Wisconsin and
employs 13,000 workers.
It is not yet known whether Foxconn
would manufacture display panels for
Apple devices at the plant.
Meanwhile, Foxconn recently tried
to acquire the memory-chip business of
Japan’s struggling Toshiba Corp., which
supplies flash memory for Apple’s mobile
devices, for US$19.5 billion. If Apple did
not source flash memory from Toshiba, it
would probably have to turn to Samsung.
Foxconn reasoned correctly that Apple
would prefer to avoid depending on its

arch-rival for flash memory.
In early September, Foxconn proposed
a deal in which it would take a 25%
stake to become the largest shareholder
in Toshiba, while the Japanese chipmaker
would maintain 10%. Other prospective shareholders included Apple (20%),
Kingston Technology (20%), Sharp
(15%), and SoftBank (10%).
L a t e r i n t h e m o n t h , To s h i b a
announced it would sell its semiconductor business for US$18 billion to
a consortium led by Bain Capital – to
which Apple is contributing US$3 billion.

Other investors believed to be in the consortium include Dell, Seagate, Kingston
Technology, and South Korean chipmaker
SK Hynix.
U l t i m a t e l y, F o x c o n n ’s d e e p t i e s
to China – where intellectual-property protection is inconsistent – likely
nixed its chances of acquiring the
Japanese chipmaker. The Japanese government reportedly was concerned
that permitting the Taiwanese firm to
acquire Toshiba could result in leaks
of sensitive semiconductor technology,
according to MIC.

IS HTC CONCEDING DEFEAT IN SMARTPHONES?
The flagging handset maker sold part of its mobile-phone business to
Google and is expected to turn its focus to virtual reality.

BY MATTHEW FULCO

I

n early 2013, Gerald Fu decided
to buy his first smartphone. He
went with Taiwan’s HTC “because
I thought it was better than a mainland Chinese brand and cheaper than an
iPhone,” says the Shanghai-based communications consultant. Fu was initially
impressed with the phone’s performance.
The hardware was good and its Android
operating system (OS) seemed limber.
But within a year, the phone had
become sluggish. The more apps Fu
installed, the worse the phone performed.
“Most of the problem is from Android,”
he says. “It can’t use hardware resources
efficiently.”
Fu has not purchased a second HTC
handset. “I can afford the iPhone now,”
he says. “Why would I buy an HTC?”
On the other hand, John Yeh, a longtime HTC user, says that he finds the
company’s phones to be a good value. “I
prefer HTC to Apple, Korean, or Chinese
brands,” he says. “But the brand posi-
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tioning is fuzzy, so it’s not easy for people
to define what HTC is.”
Therein lies the problem for the Xindian-based company: It fails to capture
the imaginations of consumers. Indeed,

besides Apple, HTC’s competitors all use
some variation of the buggy Android OS.
But Chinese brands like Huawei, Oppo,
and Xiaomi are consistently among the
top five global smartphone vendors

Chinese brand Oppo, based in Guangdong, has challenged HTC even in the latter’s
home base of Taiwan.
PHOTO : MATTHEW FULCO
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by shipments. So, of course, is South
Korea’s Samsung.
“HTC makes a good product but
in order to compete in the smartphone
market, a good product is not enough
– channels and marketing are equally
important, and HTC has been weak
in both areas,” says CK Lu, a research
director at Gartner in Taiwan.
As a result, HTC is struggling. Its
share of the global smartphone market
stands at just 2%. In the past five years, it
has lost three-fourths of its market capitalization.
For the past nine quarters, HTC has
been in the red. In the quarter ended June
2017, the company posted a net loss of
US$64.23 million, about 4% better than
its US$66.87 million loss in the JanuaryMarch period. HTC’s total losses in the
first half of the year are 30% less than
the same period a year ago.
HTC’s chronic hemorrhaging of cash
couldn’t go on forever. And so in September HTC sold part of its smartphone
business to Google for US$1.1 billion,
providing HTC with some much-needed
liquidity. Google will receive a 10-year
non-exclusive license for HTC intellectual property and take over some 2,000
employees from HTC’s Powered team.
HTC has previously manufactured several devices for Google, including its first
Android phone, its Nexus 9 tablet, and
its Pixel handset.
In a statement, HTC chairwoman
and chief executive officer Cher Wang
called the agreement “a brilliant next step
in our longstanding partnership [with
Google], enabling Google to supercharge
their hardware business while ensuring
continued innovation within our HTC
smartphone and VIVE virtual reality
businesses.”
To be sure, the deal offers Google the
chance to get a stronger foothold in the
hardware business. It’s reasonable for
Google to acquire hardware assets from
HTC, given that the two companies have
“a pleasant collaborative relationship,”
says Aaron Lin, a senior analyst at the
Marketing & Consulting Institute (MIC),
a semi-governmental research house.
Acquiring those assets will help drive
Google’s efforts to integrate hardware
and software, he adds.
Analysts say that the deal could signify a move away from smartphones for

HTC Chairwoman and CEO Cher Wang and Google Senior Vice President for Hardware Rick Osterloh arriving for the press conference announcing the agreement
between the two companies on September 20.
PHOTO : CNA

HTC. “I think this is about how HTC
can quickly downsize its organization as
its smartphone business is shrinking,”
says Gartner’s Lu. “It needs a much
slimmer structure to stay alive.”

Fall from grace
HTC’s rapid rise and fall in the smartphone segment has become a familiar
story. The company arrived on the scene
just as Nokia and Motorola were fading
and before China had strong brands of its
own. As an early adopter of the Android
operating system (well before Samsung),
HTC filled a void for consumers who
didn’t want to splurge on an iPhone.
With a “well-rounded” product strategy,
HTC managed to sell over 40 million
smartphones in 2011, notes MIC’s Lin.

HTC now sells just over one-fourth
that number of handsets annually. “HTC
lost its momentum because it failed to
clearly identify its product and brand
positioning,” Lin says. In contrast, Chinese competitors moved quickly to seize
the lower and middle segments of the
smartphone market, while Apple and
Samsung dominated the premium tier.
It is understandable that HTC
wouldn’t be able to match the resources
of a global electronics maker like Apple
or Samsung. Yet even once-obscure Chinese brands have run circles around the
Taiwanese firm, industry observers say.
Guangdong-based Oppo, which began
in the mid-2000s as a manufacturer of
DVD players, is currently the world’s
No. 4 smartphone maker by shipments.
Oppo has built on its reputation for
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high-quality electronics by calling itself
“a camera phone brand.” And the company has raised its profile throughout
Greater China with clever celebrity
endorsements.
Then there’s Xiaomi, the world’s
second most valuable startup. From the
beginning, the Beijing-based smartphone
maker has focused on branding – and has
retained a loyal following despite a dip
in smartphone sales. Not all of Xiaomi’s
branding has been original; the company
has sometimes borrowed heavily from
Apple. But its founder, Lei Jun, understood that comparing Xiaomi with Apple
would inevitably create a buzz around his
company’s products.
“Now that consumers have so many
choices, brand image has become prominent in sales strategies,” says MIC’s Lin.
HTC has tried to shift gears,
launching a new series of “U” handsets in
a bid to recapture lost market share. But
the company is struggling to maintain a
stable supply chain as it increasingly lacks
economies of scale, Lin observes.

Betting on VR
A return by HTC to its roots as a
contract electronics manufacturer isn’t
seen as a likely option. Lin says that
returning to ODM work would only
provide short-term benefits to the com-

pany: a boost in utilization capacity and
a reduction in losses. In the long term,
focusing on contract electronics manufacturing would be unwise since HTC
cannot match the production scale of
dominant ODMs, he says.
Nor is a continued focus on smartphones the way forward, says Mark
Stocker, managing director of Taipei-based
branding consultancy DDG, which has
worked with many Taiwanese technology
brands over the years. For HTC, “the
future is in virtual reality, but only if that
future arrives sooner rather than later.”
While a hardware maker at heart,
HTC has shown a readiness to lead on
the software side of the VR business,
Stocker observes. If HTC can manage to
carve out a commanding position in software, then the profits spun off will be
a boon to brand-building efforts. “This
would be a big win for not only HTC,
but also for the Taiwan technology
industry,” he says.
In August, HTC cut the retail price of
its Vive VR system from US$799 to $599
in a bid to boost shipments. The price cut
followed a sales promotion by Facebookowned rival Occulus. Some consumers
had previously complained that HTC’s
VR system was too expensive.
Brian Blau, a research vice president at
Gartner, says that HTC’s Vive VR headset
is one of the top choices for the cur-

rent generation of VR technologies, “but
that may not be good enough for a longterm sustainable business.” He notes that
HTC faces juggernauts like Facebook and
Microsoft in the VR segment.
Then there’s the risk of betting on VR
as the way to take HTC forward. The
technology could still flop. Phil Iwaniuk,
an editor at PCGamesN.com, is skeptical VR will ever appeal to a large swath
of consumers. “The difference, you feel,
between previous failed technologies and
this wave of VR is that there’s such a
sense of hope, such a collective desire for
VR to deliver on our fantasies,” he wrote
in an April post. “But the user experience
doesn’t justify the outlay, and you don’t
know that until you buy one.”
Even if VR proves the skeptics wrong,
HTC still will need to spend heavily to
make Vive a success. That’s because VR
depends on fixed-asset investment to
grow – just like smartphones, observes
Di Jin, a research manager at International Data Corp. (IDC) in Beijing. If it
were to dedicate itself to the VR business, HTC would need to sell enough
Vive headsets to justify expanding production capacity. The problem is that VR
adoption remains limited, constraining
Vive’s growth prospects. “Without sufficient commercial returns, it would be
hard to survive in such a competitive
market for long,” Jin says.

HTC’s series of “U” handsets was launched in an effort to regain lost market share.
PHOTO : MATTHEW FULCO
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AMCHAM EVENT

AmCham Taipei Marks
66th Anniversary

W

ith a gala reception attended
by nearly 100 members and
guests, the American Chamber
of Commerce in Taipei on September
14 celebrated the 66th anniversary of its
establishment. The event was held at The
Penthouse located on the 16th floor of
the Eslite Hotel, where attendees enjoyed
a light buffet dinner and spectacular
night views of Taipei City.
The event was sponsored by Abbott
Laboratories Services Corp., Taiwan
Branch.
In brief remarks, AmCham Taipei
Acting Chairman Dan Silver highlighted
some of the Chamber’s key achievements over the past year, including this
year’s June 26-30 Doorknock trip to
Washington, D.C. to better understand
the current thinking in the American
capital about U.S.-Taiwan relations.
He also mentioned that this year the
annual Taiwan White Paper received
wide media and government attention, especially when it became known
that no issues from the 2016 White
Paper had yet been completely resolved.
In response, the Taiwan government
set up quarterly review meetings with
AmCham Taipei over the coming year,
to monitor progress on the issues and
help ensure better results in the current
advocacy cycle.
Silver also reported that the utilization of the AmCham Taipei Lincoln

Room, the multifunctional meeting
space on the 6th floor of the Chamber’s
office building, has been growing at a
very encouraging rate and has increased
its revenue by 60% from last year. The
Lincoln Room has served more than
60 Chamber events this year, including
press conferences, government visits,
luncheons, workshops, seminars, happy
hours, and marketplace sessions, and it
is also available for rental by member
companies and others.
Further, Silver called attention to the
efforts to increase the digital presence of
the main AmCham website and Taiwan
Business TOPICS Online (topics.
amcham.com.tw), as the traffic of both
websites has grown steadily, doubling
compared to a year earlier.
Representing the American Insti-

tute in Taiwan (AIT), Director Kin Moy
expressed appreciation for AmCham’s
longstanding, continuous efforts to
strengthen bilateral economic relations between Taiwan and the United
States. He cited the Chamber’s annual
Taiwan White Paper as providing excellent reference for both the Taiwan and
U.S. governments regarding the needs
of multinational businesses operating in
Taiwan.
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lunch that incorporates the best of the
region’s cuisine. Full details, including
where buses can be boarded and how
reservations (which are essential) can
be made, are available at www.taiwantourbus.com.tw.
For tourists wanting a taste of
coastal life, the Taiwan Tour Bus Tainan
Salt Country one-day tour (price varies
according to group size and guide
requirements) is a great introduction.
Because passengers are picked up at
various locations in Tainan, coordinating ahead of time with the travel agency
that operates the tour is essential. It is
often possible to be picked up at your
hotel, or at a train station if you are
coming from further away.

Saltwater and Sea Breezes:
Exploring the Coast on
the Taiwan Tour Bus

N

o part of Taiwan is more than
67.5 kilometers from the sea,
and because steep mountains
occupy much of the interior, the vast
majority of the country’s 23.4 million
people live in the lowlands. Yet surprisingly few people see the ocean on a
regular basis. Of the island’s major
cities, Kaohsiung is the only maritime
metropolis. What is now downtown
Tainan abutted the Taiwan Strait until
sedimentation pushed the sea back. The
city’s magnificent Confucius Temple,
the merchant houses that line Shennong
Street, and Fort Provintia (the remains
of a bastion built by the Dutch in 1653)
were on or very near the waterfront
until well into the 1700s.
Visitors eager to understand Taiwan
should make an effort to appreciate the
island’s relationship with the surrounding ocean. Getting to the coast is not
that straightforward, however. No highspeed railway stations are near the sea,
and but for a few short stretches in the
northeast and the northwest, none of

the conventional trains operated by the
Taiwan Railways Administration (TRA)
afford passengers views of the ocean.
Fortunately, some of Taiwan’s most
picturesque fishing villages are served
by regular buses. Services along Highway 2 between Tamsui and Jinshan
in New Taipei City stop a short stroll
from the Fuji and Fugui capes. Nanliao
in Hsinchu City is also easy to get to
by city bus. This sounds fine in theory,
but many travelers are likely to hesitate in the face of Chinese-language bus
schedules and monolingual drivers. In
view of this situation, Taiwan’s Tourism
Bureau has over the past several years
expanded and refined the Taiwan Tour
Bus system.
More than 100 different excursions
are provided by several local travel
agencies, many of which specialize in a
particular region. The price covers not
only transportation and the services
of a guide, but also admission charges
and insurance. Most of the outings last
a whole day, and include a delicious

The first hour of sightseeing is spent
at the Sicao Mangrove Preserve, appreciating the special ecology of this
watery landscape, including the “green
tunnel” formed by the mangroves. The
“tunnel” and much of the surrounding area belong to Taijiang National
Park (www.tjnp.gov.tw). The next stop
is Beimen Crystal Church, a recent
addition to Tainan’s thinly populated,
pancake-flat northwestern corner. Built
to attract wedding photographers and
young couples, the church is strikingly
different from any other building in the
area. If the whiteness of the exterior
makes you think of salt, that is quite
fitting, as after lunch the tour takes you
to a place where salt production was
long the main economic activity.

交 通 部 觀 光 局 廣 告 TTB AD
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Thanks to consistent sunshine and
winds, between the 17th century and
just a few years ago salt was made by
evaporating seawater at several locations on Taiwan’s southwest coast. This
heritage is preserved at Jingzaijiao TilePaved Salt Field, a fine place to both
understand the process and appreciate
the arduous lives of those who engaged
in this work.
The next stop is an escape from the
hot sun, but equally tied to the locality.
Hung Tung (1920-1987) was an illiterate Beimen native who took up the
paintbrush at the age of 50. The nativist
images that flowed from his untrained
hand astonished the art world, and
several are on display a stone’s throw
from his old house.

On the way back to downtown
Tainan, the tour makes a stop at Qigu
Salt Mountain (another remnant of
the now-defunct salt-making industry), before continuing to a lagoon that
has become a mecca for birdwatchers.
This spot is where one of Taiwan’s star
avian species, the Black-faced Spoonbill, spends the winter. This bird is
widely adored by the Taiwanese public,
and not only on account of its rarity
(thanks to conservation measures, the
global population has in recent years
rebounded to more than 3,000). It is a
handsome creature, and many find the
way in which it sweeps its oversized
beak through shallow seawater, searching for small fish and tasty crustaceans,
especially endearing.
If you are going to be staying in
Kaohsiung, it makes sense to sign up
for the Essence of Kaohsiung Harbor
one-day tour (NT$1,500 per person
on weekends and holidays, NT$1,300
per person on weekdays; NT$300
extra per person if a foreign-language
guide is required). The tour begins
where the city began, on Qijin Island.
In addition to its seafaring character, Kaohsiung’s oldest neighborhood
boasts a fortress, a lighthouse, and an
ancient temple. The first dates from
1875, the second was rebuilt in 1918,
while the third was founded way back
in the 17th century.
Next up is Formosa Boulevard
Station, part of the city’s metro system

and location of a remarkable ceiling
installation called The Dome of Light.
It is said to be the world’s largest piece
of glass art. In recent years, much of
the original harbor area has been repurposed, part of it becoming the Pier-2
Art Center. Not far away lies one of
Kaohsiung’s most important historical
sites, the British Consulate that operated here between 1879 and 1897,
when Kaohsiung was known as Dagou.
The red-brick abode on the hilltop,
the consul’s official residence, affords
superb views over Qijin, the old harbor,
and what in the 20th century developed
into downtown Kaohsiung.
Before culminating at one of the
city’s bustling night markets, the tour
stops by the banks of the Love River,
the waterway that both serves as a
point of reference for those finding their
way around the city and provides some
of Kaohsiung’s loveliest late-afternoon
and early-evening views.
Anyone expecting to spend time
in Greater Tainan can find detailed
information on the website of the
city’s Tourism Bureau (https://www.
twtainan.net/en-us). If Kaohsiung has
a place on your itinerary, do browse
the city government’s https://khh.travel
website. For all kinds of travel information about Taiwan, visit the Tourism
Bureau’s website (www.taiwan.net.tw)
or call the 24-hour tourist information
hotline (0800-011-765, toll free within
Taiwan).
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About our clinic:
Our service offers orthodontic and combined orthognathic surgical treatment for both children and adults to correct
any malocclusion such as bimaxillary protrusion, irregular teeth, open bite, deep bite, big jaw and facial asymmetry.
We also provide treatment and consultation for periodontal and temporomandibular ( joint ) problems.

Characteristics：
1. Licensed and diplomate orthodontists of Ministry of Health
and Welfare graduated and postgraduated from Taiwan,
USA, United Kingdom and Japan are here to serve.
2. We also have diplomate periodontist, TMJ (temporomandibular
joint) specialist and oral surgeon to provide interdisciplinary
consultation and treatment.
3. We provide customized treatment planning for you to fully
understand the details with sufficient time.
4. Transportation is quite convenient to reach our clinic. Parking
areas are available nearby.

Hoping E. Rd.

Jianguo Elevated Rd.

Our
clinic

Jinshan S. Rd.

MRT
Guting Station

Roosevelt Rd.

Add: 3F, No.91, Sec.1, Hoping East Road, Taipei 10643, Taiwan
(MRT Guting station, Exit 5, go straight for 5 minutes)
Tel: 886-2-23224533
Fax: 886-2-23515189
E-mail: drsuortho@yahoo.com.tw
Website: www.drsu.com.tw

